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Periwinkle
spreads ilnage
Colun1bia cani
0

Student Center, Torco sign re moval still on tap

By Lisa Balde
Managing E(Jtor

Andrew J . Scott/The Chronicle

Whether it's the staircases off the 'el' or the sidewalks in Wrigleyville, The Chronicle photo editors aim to capture all that is Chicago, taking their cameras on a tour of the city to catch the
moments normally overlooked. See page 21 for the photo essay.

Students tackle Olympian project
0

It's hard to miss. The new
periwinkle paint job on the front
of 61 9 S. Wabash Ave., the former Universa l Bowling building
that Columbia purchased last
year, is only one change slated
by school administration to
make Columbia's campus "more
recognizable" in the South Loop,
a school official told The
Chronicle.
According to Alicia Berg, vice
president of campus environment, students can expect several modest changes to the campus ' exterior by the fall, including street banners and large displays of student artwork on the
side of some school buildings.
Because Columbia's buildings
are spread throughout the South
Loop, she said, it's difficult to
navigate the campus or form a

exclusively use the south side of
the 33 E. Congress Parkway
Building for student wall an .
She said that although the murallike creation won' t be an advertisement, it would still represent
the college; the Columbia logo
and
school
trademark,
"create.change," will be visible
on the wall.
·.
"People will know it 's
Columbia," Berg said. "It was
my desire to come in and create
change and get some short term
things done [right away]."
Other buildings under consideratio n fo r wall art include the
II th Street Campus, 72 E. II th
St. Berg said she plans to work
with art and design classes to
paint the west side of the II th
Street Campus building near the
sculpture garden on the comer of
Wabash Avenue and II th Street.
Attaching banners to buildings

Video tour of historic Athens to become permanent fixture at museum
W. Adams St., seniors Beth Keller,
Claudia Tin, Art Lisserman,
Cieana Miller, Steve Szydelko and
Lisa Wilson, guided by instructor
Joe Cancellaro, developed a computer program that offers audiences a walking tour of Olympia,
circa 776 B.C. it allows viewers to
explore temples, altars and artifacts, including the Temple and
Altar of Zeus and the Eternal
Flame of Hestia.
The project, soon to be a pennanent future of the museum's pro-

posed new building at Halsted and
Van Buren streets, was a senior
project executed by students in the
In celebration of the 2004
Interactive
Multimedia
01 ympics returning to Athens this
Department. According to Wade
summer, six seniors in Columbia's
Roberts, program director of the
Interactive Multimedia Department
department, it exemplifies the sucdecided to give historical tours of
cess of the department's senior
the cradle of civilization- and
program.
they aren't kidding when they say
"We feel that this kind of experihistorical.
ence gives our students a leg up in
As part of the exhibit "Olympic
relation to jobs once they graduGarnes: Then and Now" at
ate," Roberts said. "The course
Chicago's Hellenic Museum; 801
gives students real world experience, not theories based on hypothetical clients."
The
class,
Interactive
Multimedia Production, is a yearlong course required for graduation in which students are matched
with professional clients, that the
students must work for as a team
to achieve a goal. The class, which
was divided into three teams led by
Cancellaro, Janell Baxter and
Dave Gerding, worked on smaller
projects during the first semester
aimed at readyi ng them to function
well as a group, such as revamping
the
Interact ive
Multimedia
Department's website.
The class' involvement with the
museum exhibit began through an
association with Rose Economo u,
broadcast journalism coordinator
in the Jo urnali sm Depanment.
Chronicle According
Cancellaro,
to
His Eminence Metropolitan lakovos of Krinis,
hierarch of Eeonomou- whose spring 2004
the Greek Orthodox Diocese of Chicago, watches a computerized Investigative Journalism class protour of Greece, circa 776 B.C., created by students in Columbia's
Interactive Multimedia Department.
See Museum Page 13
By Scott Carlson
News Editor
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The new purple paint on Columbia's property at 619 S. Wabash
Ave. is just one of the ways the school is trying to improve its
visibility in the South Loop by branding the area.
mental map of the college.
Aside from creating a comprehensibl e directory of the
Columbia 's buildings. the sc hool
wants to formulat e a series of
short-term changes to make the
co unterpans of the school stand
o ut amon g the inde pendent
retailers and residents that separate the campus.
Right now. Berg plans to

is another shon-term way to
make Columbia's buildings
more visible to passers-by.
Addi tionally. Berg said she has
plans to attach banners to light
poles in front of Columbia.
Another monumental change
that students can expect by fall is
the disappearance of the Torco
sign on the roof of the South

See Purple Page 11
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Calendar: May 24-28
MONDAY
0
Columbia's Campus Bookstore in the South
Campus Building. 624 S. Michigan Ave .. begins the
buyback process for this semester's books. Book buying
runs all week from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Students who wish
to sell books are required to present student IDs.
For more information. call (3 12) 344-7588.

TUI!SDAY
0 The Music Department presents the Composition
IV Concert. featuring works of the department's
advanced student composers performed by the
Internatio nal Contemporary Ense mble.
The concert begons at 7:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall of
The Musac Center. 1014 S. Machigan Ave. For more
mformauon. call (3 12) 344-6179.

wnDNI!SDAY
0
The Film and Video Department presents Queer
Fest. a screening of films by Chicago area studenll and
other media makers with content of interest 10 the aay.
lesbaan. bisexual and uansgender community. Films
anclude Oragoruud by Jeff Smllh and My Porn Slar by
Manano Da Marco.
The screemng starts at 6 p.m. an Room 302 or the
1104 Center. 1104 S. Wabash Ave .. and as free. For more
onformataon. call (3 12) 344-6743.

TIIUUDAY
0 Columbaa's Student Affaa rs Office prese nts the
2004 Mamfest urban arts festival, a celebratio n of the
work of graduating semor and graduate students.
For more information, call the Manifest Hothne at
(312) 344-6789 or log onto www.mamfest.colum.edu.

FRIDAY
0 The Photo graphy Department presents the
Undergraduate Photo Exhab11 in the Hokan Gallery and
Annex on the ground floor of the Wabash Campus
Bualdang, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
The exhibitaon, made or the final bodies or work by
s.enaor undergraduate students, is a requaremenl for photography students to graduate.
The exhabit ends June 2. For more anformalion, call
(3 12) 344-7696.

In the aruck: "Semor Seminar, rOCA may gel cuuncal
axe" an the May 17 edataon. the fir•! w:nlcnce of the mnth
paragtaph Jh.,uld hlove read: The recommcndataun would
reqUire "udcnta to take placement !Qll hke the ten' an
math and l:nglllh.
In the at1 ~ek: ·~fhc: Uf"ade of file Jharang" an the May 17
ed1tw n, the an acle Jla!cd KRS..Qnc apoke wath The
('hullude. 'fhc: quou:.. however, were culled fmm a Joint
tntc:J vacw wllh The Chronacle and RAW, a Mudenl urjlan·
11.a111111 rm campu•. '11~~: ( 'hronacle regret• the crrurH.

l..--_cc_o_iu_M_J_IlA_C_lHi_~_o_N_ac_lL_IB----~1
If you have an upcoming event or
1 'I
announcement • C8II Tht hrOnlCt
ntWI detk at (312) 344-7255 Or
fom&fl ChroniCit@COIUm.edu.

The Editor's Desk
The Chronicle whenever they saw a
problem.
You would think the vice president
of finance would call The Chronicle
whenever he saw a problem.
But, alas, it's easier just to complain
about it ill public, I guess.
Andrew Greiner has a lot to look
forward to.
By next month, Greiner will be the
editor-in-<:hief of The Chronicle, taking the helm of one of the most con·
sistently gratifying, jolting and nerveracking jobs one could imagine as a
young adult.
I, on the other hand, will have no
chance of writing anything close to a
column at my new job at a nice and
cozy daily newspaper in sunny southem California.
Greiner is an able candidate. In the
past semester as news editor, he has
tackled with ease and charm the
labyrinth known as ''Columbia adminisuation" and exited relatively
unscathed.
He should know Vice President of
Student Affairs Mark Kelly's extension by heart.
Thank goodness for Mark Kelly.
Before Greiner started working
here, I wrote a column-get ready for
this---<:omplaining about the
Journalism Department. I don't suggest Greiner tries that.
After The Chronicle was named
best newspaper of its siu in the state
by the Illinois College Press
Association last year, I was a bit mad
when no one from the department
called in 10 congratulate us. No pizza
party. Just a "good job" from somebody. Anybody.
I was hurt. actually.
A week after my column ran, I
receaved a terse e-mail from the late
Bob Davas. an adjunct faculty mem·
ber m the Joumahsm Department and
a former reponer for the Chacago
Tnbune.
The comments by Davas. who died
last summer, still serve as inspiration
dunng my time as editor-in-chief of
The Chronicle.
"In his (column, Coates( issued a
plaintive plea to Journalism

eople complain a lot It's the
motivation behind most conversations. If you happen to
eavesdrop on those two catty students
always talking behind you before
class, you'd know this. It seems most
people really enjoy nitpicking and
nagging. especially when they're not
willing to take any steps to fix what·
ever they happen to be complaining
about
I suppose I shouldn't be complain·
ing about complaining. seeing as I've
been doing an awful lot of it in this
space for the past two years. But since
it's my last column as editor-in-<:hief
f this publication. I'd like to tell you
little bit about grievances with The
niclc.
I know a lot about them. I hear a lot
f them-in the elevators, in the
fficc. in class. in e-mails. on the
hone.... I hear a lot of it through the
rape vine. 100. which is ironic at a
ommunications school.
Most people who approach me
omplain about how the paper han·
led something, why we ran a certain
o. how we picked a headline.
why we didn't cover an event or why
Adam Fenngton says such wild things
m his weekly commentaries.
"Write a leuer to the editor," I
always say. They never do.
Sometimes they send anonymous
mail. which doesn't count
ln the past three years at this newspaper. I've told hundreds of readers to
write m and complain. We'll print
their comments. They never do.

P

n

Why?

It's easier just to grumble. When
you write in. your name is auached to
yow comments. When you verbally
complain. you can nde both sades of
the fence-your comments aren't
aaadled to anythmg.
Of course. you would thank we
Columbaa folks would be the outspoken IOrt.
You would thmk Joumalasm
Department faculty members would
call The Chronicle whenever they saw
a problem.
You would thank the Student
Government Assocaataon would call

Gallo: Vice President Robyn Martin;
Treasurer Nathan Gabbard and
Secre!llry Vanessa Torres.

15 years aao io
Tbe Cbroalde

Selene• Department wins

For all you future Columbaa gtadu·
ates looking ror a first job. lake !has:
Pat SaJak credats Columbaa for getting
his gig on "Wheel or Fortune...
"As I look back," Sajak told The
Chronicle in May 29, 1989 edition,
"I'm glad for all of 11. I think I got bet·
ler wath everything I dad."
SaJak leO Columbia in 1968 for
Vaetnam but upon has return 1101 a JOb
with WEDR·fM . II wu thanks, nl
leut an part, to former Radau
Depanmenl head AI Parker, SI\Jak snad.
Then It WILl un Ill Lo~ Ana~clcs and
eventually 10 the "Wheel."
"Culurnhin guvc me my fir~! feellnl!
of cunlidcncc !hut I could du tha8," he
-uld. "IJefurc IICh<KII, II WUK just Ill he>

nry:·

1

ADIIOUncemeats

I

Next atop1 Waahlngton
The

Student

Department griz·
zled veterans to
give him and the Chronicle staff an
'attaboy' for all their hard work," he
wrote.
"He also asked for our advice.
Here's mine. After nearly 40 years in
daily newspapering, the one continuing thing I learned is that rarely do
journalists ever get compliments for
what they have done.
"Most of the ...--------..
extremely rare
feedback is complaining and,
often, nitpicking.
"But I have
also learned
something just as
important. The
Fall 2003
best compliment a
journalist can receive is to know that
people are reading your work. And
when someone complains, that means
they are reading. It's the best compliment a journalist can get."
So I invite
you to direct
all of your
nonwrinen
complaints
to Andy
Greiner at
myoid
office phone
number:
(312) 3447343. He'll
appreciate it. I
promise.
Just don't e-mail me anymore.

Oovernmcnt

A~IIX:ihliunlll ('ulumbl• AIII1UIIIll:ed 1!new cubinel JKIHltlunl fill' the 2004·
200~ •cluw'l ycur: l'•elldcnt Mike

Columbia's Institute for Science
Education
and
Science
Communication received the fourth
annual Heuer Award for outstanding
achievement in science education. On
May 4, the Council of Independent
Colleges announced two winners for
the award, Columbia and Allegheny
College In Pennsylvania, out or a field
nf 38 collclles. Both recipient colleaes
were awarded $10.000 to help funher
cnhnncc !hear science depnt1mcn!S.

'Ore•t 8trtdea• In wrttlng
The Retention C'nrnmhtcc of
C'olumbln's English Ocpnrtment
nna1nunced the winners uf the Clrent
~Irides wrhln11 cuntc.~t nt 11 ~eremuny
Mny II m the llukm Annex in the
Wubash C'nmpus llulldin11, 623 S.
Wnbnsh Ave. ·n,c nwnrds hunur the
must lmJlmvcd writlnJ:t frnm the
llcllllrtmcnl.
The wmncrs 11re J 't hnvcl Cole,
JnrnCII l)u~c. Julin llmldlcston, Snrnh
Ku~lo l. Annn M11lrc O'('unncll nnd
Hynn l{ul!t;lcs. linch wlml<'r received
$100 und n ccrtllkntc ur nchlovcmcnt.
All

fi~UII

pnwl()td

CAMPUS NEWS
Major in Art
History near

May 24,2004

0 B.A. program said to be 'unique' from others
By Scott Carlson
News E!ltor ·
Believe it or not, Columbia will
soon offer a major for art students
interested more in the past than in
drawing or painting.
Next semester, the Art and
Design Department will offer a
major and a minor in art history,
the first of its kind at Columbia.
The new program, which has been
in the works for almost four years,
will allow art history courses, to
serve as a focus instead of acting
as a service to the rest of the Art
and Design Department.
·
··we've always had lots of art
history courses, but there was
never the opportunity for students
who decided that was what they
were really interested in to make
it their concentration," said Kate
Ezra, coordinator of art history.
Students enrolled in the 45credit bachelor's degree program
will choose classes from four history areas set up for the major:
modern and contemporary art,
history of design, history of photography and history of art outside
Western traditions. Art history
majors will also be required to
select one of the four areas as a
·
specialization.
The ~ 8-credit minor is set up
similarly but requires only courses form modem and contemporary art and non-Western art;
courses from history of design
and photography serve· as elective.
According to Ezra, a number of
courses will be created specifically for the new major. The

Advanced Seminar in art history,
a course already available. to students, will eventually be designated as the final capstone experience for senior art history majors.
Howev(:r, Ezra said, the change
would not be expected for a number of years.
Ezra also said the Art and
Design Department has been
adding courses gradually over the
last few years, such as Design
Culture Now, African ·American
Art, Art of Mexico and Art and
Ritual, all of which will be a part
of the major's curriculum. She
said students probably will not see
any vast course selection changes
right away.
"We've been providing more
opportunities for taking different
types of art history courses, and
we will be adding a few more
courses, which are a little bit different than what you might find in
another college that offers an art
history program," Ezra said.
Ezra said the program was set
up as an altemati ve to the art history majors already available at
other Chicago colleges, which she
said focus heavily on the history
of European art instead of contemporary areas and nontraditional media, such as photography
and design.
"We think of our program as
unique, because it doesn't focus
so much on Europe, Greece and
the Renaissance," Ezra said. "We
reall y tailored it to what we
thought would be of most interest
to Columbia students, and also of
interest to the faculty that has
been teaching art history here."

Courtesy Gary Colabuono

Former student Jim Zielinski (right) presents the Hodgson-Zi.elinsk! Cup to Ryan Bo~rgeois of
Houston Texas winner of the annual national champtonshtp of Golden Tee Fore, a game
Zielinski ' co-cre~ted. According to representatives from ChicaQo-based lncredtble Techn~o~~es,
one of the country's largest desiiJners and manufacturer~ of cotn-operated vtdeo games, o en
Tee Fore' is the most popular cotn-operated vtdeo game tn htstory.

Fonner student tees up a winner
0 Marketing career dropped to co-create nationally popular golf video game

Zielinski said he started workBy Bernadette Blcek
ing at the company because his
Staff Writer
brother was a computer proWho said playing video games gram mer there at the time, and
he told Zielinski the
is a waste of ttme? For one
Columbia student, it turned ~ company was looking
for a game tester.
into a career.
After majoring in
Today, Jim Zielinski is the
sen ior game designer at
photography for two
Incred~ble Technologtes, a
1ltllfOlDC'I years, Zielinski said he
$65 mtlhon company based
decided to gtve marketing a try, but neither
in Arlington Heights, a
of the majors fulfilled his ex peeNorthwest suburb.
Since joining the staff in 1988, tations.
" I was currently disillusioned
Zielinski has designed more than
50 virtual golf courses, including with marketing-nothing against
the very popular Golden Tee Columbia-! was just not happy
0 Group says a union will benefit students
Fore, a golf game he co-created with my major," Zielinski said.
the organization qf P-fac, the partwith Larry Hodgson, the main "I knew that the fine arts photo
Bv Alicia Dorr
time faculty union at the college.
programmer
at
Incredible emphasis that I was looking into
Staff Wnter
Many of the P-fac members attendTechnologies.
wasn't going to be all that IueraAfteralmostayearoforganizing, ed the May 14 showing, which
While attending Columbia, tive, so 1 decided that I would try
the United Staff of Columbia Bright said "had a decent turnout"
Zielinski said, he spent most of out the game tester thing while I
College is ready to introduce itself
The administration is keeping
his spare time playing video was figuring out what 1 wanted
to others at the college. The organi- quiet about the union movementgames at Aladdin's Castle.
to do, and then 1 fell in love with
zation invited people at the school but not due to modesty. Legally, it
" I would go over there ... and it."
to learn about it on May 10 and
can't interfere with the act of
I would play a game called
After Zielinski one year as a
May 14, the frrst of their "get to organizing. However, a representaBirdie King," Ziel inski said. " I game tester, Hodgson started
tive from the president's office
know US" events.
just loved it. It was a golf game." tapping his brain for ideas about
The staff union initiative at issued a statement from President
It seems many people love a golf game he wanted to create.
Columbia has been moving for- Warrick L. Carter.
Zielinski's game. According to
"Being the video game geek,
ward since a pension freeze and the
"While we don't believe it is nee- · Gary Colabuono, marketing Larry started asking me for
reorganizing of departments, which essary to have an intermediary
director
at
Incredible information on what 1 thought
led to job cuts last year. Organizing between the college and the staff,
Technologies, Golden Tee Fore would be good," Zielinski said.
members of US of CC are attempt- we nonetheless respect the right for
has become the most popular ''That's when we started working
ing to raise awareness about what employees to engage in collective
coin-operated video game in his- together, and we have been partthey see as a changing atmosphere bargaining," Carter said in the stall>
tory. Although there are no firm ners since."
at Columbia.
ment
Ziel inski said he works with
numbers available, Colabuono
"We need to get out more infor"Unionization brings consistency
wrote in an e-mail interview programmers to create video
mation to people about the reality of ... and a happy staff will mean a
with The Chronicle that it has games and uses his experience to
how this administration is doing better experience for students and
become the industry standard.
mold and shape ideas. He also
business," said Michael Bright, an employees," said P-fac treasurer
"Most people don't realize, if comes up with concepts for new
assistant in the school's Film and Joe Laiacona, who attended the
it hasn't pas sed Pac-Man games.
Video
Department
and
documentary showing.
Each game is created through;
already, it's ri ght there as far as
spokesman for US of CC.
"We just want a fair shake for the
the best-selling coin operated team effort. according to
To do this, the group held meet- employees at the 90llege. We want
video game in history," Zielinski Zielinski.
ings to show the documentary A 10 protect the things we have,"
said. "That is something I am
" I don' t want it 10 sound li ke
Simple Matter ofJustice by Barbara Bright said.
proud of."
it 's a one-man show. because
Wolf. The documentary chronicled

United Staff still
gaining support

none of these games could be
made without a talented team of
programmers, artists and sound
technicians," he said.
Golden Tee Fore has many different types of golf courses set
up in diverse terrains of oceansides, mountains, deserts and
many more. Although the courses seem realistic, they are entirely fictitious.
A very important step in the
process for Zielinski is attention
to detail. He said he never wants
his players to get tired of the
game.
"Our hope is that people are
going to be playing it a hundred
times, so what we want to do ts
make sure that when they play it
for the hundredth or the thousandth time ... they see something new and different,"
Zielinski said. "It"s important
that we keep their interest."
Colabuono said he feels one of
the reasons Golden Tee Fore is
so successful is because of
Zieli nski's competitive nature
while creating the game.
"Jim is just like one of my
brothers: We are very competiti ve, so when we play Golden
Tee we are always trying to beat
each other," Colabuono said.
"And I think that is one of the
reasons why Jim and Larry ereate such great games. because
they are competiti ve ... with
Golden Tee; they are both lousy
golfers, so they came up with a
game that they can be good at."
Colabuono said he feels a lot
of guys can relate to that same
situation. Maybe in reality they
aren' t good at golf. but in the
video game they can birdie with

See Golden Tee Page 9
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THE BEST WEBSITE TO
FIND A JOB IS ACTUALLY
LOOKING TO FILL SOME.

Breal<fast . ·burgers
soups . salads.
sandwiches
shal<es . beer . wine

CareerBuilder.com7 the nation's leading online recrunment website, islooking to add talented individuals to its sales team.
We offer a work environment that rewards our employees with financial security and a rapid career track.
If you're looking for a fun, fast-paced environment with a lot of advancement potential, then a career in sales at
CareerBuilder.com is for you. Previous experience is not required. To find out more or to set up an interview, contact us at
773.527.5621 or careers@careerbuilder.com.

careerbuildercom·
The smarter way to find a better job.
We deliver! ~~~ 311.461.0944 ~: 312.461.0955

event planning?
-Do you have a Columbia event idea?
Help improve the quality of student Iife!
Are you interested in

Build

experience and resume!
Work on events like Manifest, Jam of
the year, and The Biggest Mouth show!
your

apply t.oday!
Student Activities
623 Wabash Ave.
Suite 313 312-344-7459

Columbia

COLLEGE

CHICAGO ~ ~

www.colum.edu • studentprogrammingbd@colum.edu
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5:
BY CHRIS COATES
EDITOR- IN-CHIEF
arlcing a continued e\·olution from a small
speech college to the
''nation 's premier arts
and
communication
college."
Columbia
made continued steps to
expand its South Loop
saw an unprecedented move to

M
c~
twllOil

hold

steady next year and experienced a maJOr shakeup in tts adnumstra-

n,-e staffmg during the ~ months of the
acadcnuc year. wluch ends May 29.
11lc: year saw the college take maJOr
steps m the implcmcntahon of the
..Columbta VtStOn 2010" plan, a
comprehensm:
map
to
makeColumbta into "the best studcnt<eni.O"ed arts and media college m the world" v.itlun the nat
m yean. Several of the proposed
steps have already been W:rn
But 11 was the college's hmng
procedures that took many of the
headlmes m the first tssucs of 11lc:
C1tromck
11lc: >= Slalted "''th "'ord of the
rntgnauons of f"'O top Colwnbta
adnunJ.W"ators. ,.ho stepped dov.n
O \ er the swnmer ,.,th hnk fanfare
trom the college Executtve VJCC
Prcstdcnt Ben <all and Duector of
Human Relauons Paul Johnson ~
a combmed knure at Columblll of
more INn five decades
11lc: rc:stgnauons tgmtcd a fury of
rurnon about "'h)' f\loo of the col2~

lege's

most

lefiiOf

With the construction of the so-called
"Superdorm," the
college in Sqmnber
announced it would
require all ftrSt year
Columbia fresluncn
from outside metropolitan Chicago to live in the college's
Residence L1fe System.
11lc: college will have nearly 1,200 beds
in lhrtt btuldings once the Superdorm is
completed m August.
11lc: construction of the donn rnaoo

eltCCUIJVeS

restgncd Netthcr the college nor
(all and Jotwon revealed why the
rntgnattOm happened so qutckly,
although Collcge Prestdcnt Wamck
Fie
L C'UlCT man e-matl Jtatcmcnt utd Independent presklenllal candklale Ralph Nader's comments
that ,. rlh the "clwlges may come April 6 at Columble-calhng for President G801'ge W. Bush's
tomt dcJ11ce of I.IIKC"rUtnty."
impeac:tlment-are cerrled by national press.
Call's )Ob. rn whtch he wu 111
cbtrx.c of a bundry IISI of tub
rang mg from cvcry!Uy matnkIWI« It) propcr1y KqultltNlll 10 student Ufety IKUn, Win diVIded 11110
twO JIC>'U llle- CMCUIIVe VICe prestdcnt • office wa• renamed the
,rrtce of faahr~a and operllwlllt
llrtd filled by Mtkc l>cbtoh, a COO·
t41banl h111:d from an lllltatdc: adv..'"6 firm In hbruary. the collc:KA=
lurcll Altcta lief~ lluc:ago't frJrmcr
' ""'"'""'JfiCr ut planmng arwl
rh•~.pmcnr . ,,, the newly 4rcatcd
'",. Jl'"llk-ht "' " "'""' envtt<.rn""'''' 111 rhr "''"" 11tf14c

I

••II.

munlrrnc. v mllnuc• If>

" ""''"'" II~~: ftn.ol ph..oc ''' u "'
lflllf '""' "' ''"" I ,ruvcnrly ( cnlcr uf
f lw •w,, t1 J''"'t vruhHC tty
lid''"' ••~I I'••Mvrh
oJm·,.nrtrr• llwl wrll htnl<(' 7.(JillI

I'''"'"'"'·

~hi'Jrrtf \ htf thr

' ,,lrt flf I

lUI

""''h

f '"'"'"" l'a •~w. 1 ~·~I •
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',rr•'1 ~IJCII tl IJP""I" 111 All!~'"'
" "' t,.ulthrtl(. lltr r lor<lhif lr
''"{~"'"'
~< ,,,.,.,, wtll ,,.. '1"''•'
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continued steps by the college to
1urn Columbta's urban campus in
the South loop to 1 24-hoor campus as sbo" n tn the college's
"Columbia 2010" plan. The pl1111
called for ctUtmg "a coherent. studenr-ccnlcred campus": mllmtain-

'"11 "IIIIOUill enrollment &rowth":
and butldmg "a reputation for
excellence" m the 11m and media
whtlc lllllkUljl Colunlbta "a.ITonlabk for students."
Scvml of t~ seeps appear to
have ncucd results.
In March. 1 new vtce prat<knt
of IIISIIIUIICXUII advancement, Sun
Roa. hired four new offic tals lbf
lhe rnana11cmcnt dcpanmenl's
team. wh1ch " chall!cd wllh collc(le do1111tioos and m~~rkctlflll. The

Bert aan
aware of $400,000 in scholanhip

1\ulCh that ~~ untoucllcd.
hirin111 forced thr department's
AI his annual talC of the
OCIIYC Jtllftrs Ill reapply fot their Col~ a<klre$$ in Mucll. (~
ownjobl.
pomt«l 10 sn•lknts fur 001 ~~~~~
Roo aatd h,. 110111 "~~ to allow awa"' of the avatt.bk cuh.
tho collr11o to be lt'• dt'pt'n.knt an
"Shame 1111 yuu st\1\knl:l hc-l:•use
tultmn. which lut yt"<Ar ac l>tllltt'd you dttln't ctllllt~ and N\1~ ~~)\\ 11
ror QO porcont of tho school's the llt\1,'" ""' llllll..t' Ill\" !hal )'\1,1
lneun~. cullollt' i>llldala said.
have t'nlt'~l t'l'cry Nllt.'t'lllblt
lhr cc•llollc ul~u hi"'d 'tim 0111~ of[tln.tll.'llll~a-~'"''n.'"-'t' llllal
llouha. It• tltlw r\~ulive dll'\'\ltor we hlld in $CII\tlr1111hlps a~-.tlabll! 10
uf' ~lutlcnt tlnanclol $N\•Icu, o )'\1\l," heultl.
llt'lllllliiK'III tllllt hM 1\a~'t'\1 ~lltl\:1~11
Sllll:k-1113. tltllllll.' lllll.'\lllt.'t'fl\.t II
lrorn ~tudontt li•• 1wruy rcunburs~ ha~ ~n hl-lpt-.1 lw the F~ I
mont d~k• and 1>1hr1 nnat~~:1ala I YOlo b the ~o'tlllr~o 'l t......l\t ,_..
lt81lt'•
tl\~tte 1\l t..«-1' 1\1111\111 '""~ lhf
"II •ron\; Ilk~ tllt'lo's a l;\1 of aan~ t\lf '"'" 1-c.r. •n "'ll'""'t'\l«lt
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The Chronicle year in review
BY CHRIS COATES, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Fred tine, with Chicago Mayor
Harold Washington

Student's financial concerns may- have
. been helped along with the Feb. 17 vote by
the college's board of trustees to keep
tuition costs the same for next y~. an
unprecedented move by the college to keep
Columbia affordable, Vice President of
Student Affairs Mark Kelly rold The
Chronicle Feb. 23.
The year also saw surprising changes in
the college's enrollment figures. In
October, The Chronicle reported graduate
srudent enrollment increased by 19 percent, by far the biggest increase for the
school in recent memory. Meantime, the
college's undergraduate enrollment statistics saw only a mild increase, up less than
one percent-far less than anticipated.
The academic year also saw the college
lose two of its strongest supporters-E>r.
Philip J. Klukoff and Fred Fine.

Klukoff, the founder of the college's
American Sign Language Deptartmc;nt
and nationlly reknown educator, died Dec.
7. He was 65.
"His death leaves a void at the institution," said Carter.
Fine, another of the many larger-thanlife characters in the development of
Columbia, died Feb. 10 at 89. An active
member of the Chicago artist community,
the city's ftrst commissioner of cultural
'affairs and a convicted member of the communist party, Fine was remembered in an
April memorial.
Ralph Nader, the consumer activist
turned Independent PreSidential candidate,
visited Columbia April 6 to drum up support from college voters.
It was a wise choice for Nader, who
received an honorary degree from the
school in the 1960s. His calling for
President George W. Bush to be impeached
made national headlines.
"[Nader] knew that Columbia was !he
kind of campus where people aren't wired
into the system;" said Alton Miller, acting
director of public· relations srudies. "We
have a real community here at Columbia.
And the community is far more civically
engaged than any other campus I have
seen."
That sense of civic engagement may be
the reason behind Columbia students' voting records in Student Government
Association elections in May. The numbers
are far above the national average. The
SGA saw increases in the number of stu-.
dents they predicted in their May elections.
Eight percent of the stude~t body voted in
the election.
Earlier this year, the SGA saw the implementation of Ride Columbia, a shuttle that
services most of Columbia's dozen South
Loop buildings.
Meantime, Columbia's baseball team, ·
the Coyotes, won the Wisconsin-Illinois
Baseball Conference tournament May I,
ably beating out teams from Northwestern
University, the University. of WisconsinFond du · Lac and the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. ·
·
It was the first time a sports team from
Columbia won a sports tournament.
"We're really not a sports school, but for
us to bring home a championship," said
Brad Bruntyn, the team's first baseman. "It
gives the school bragging rights."

From The Chronide archives
•
In September, the college approved a pension plan after a retroactive freeze dating back to
January 2003.
In October, The Chronicle reported that a
•
group of Columbia staff members moved to create
a staff-only union.
·•
A study released in October showed
Columbia's campus is ·o ne of the safest in the
Chicago, with no cases of murder, forcible sexual
offense or hate crimes for a second year.
•
Also in October, college officials said they .
were interested in acquiring the property at 618 S.
Michigan Ave. -the current site of the Spertus
Institute of Jewish Studies.
•
A trash hauler strike in October caused
mountains of garbage to gather inside Columbia's
buildings for weeks. "All of our dumpsters·are full
every_day in every building," said one school official. The strike ended Oct. 9.
•
In the Nov. 3 edition, a study by The
C hronicle revealed systemic problems with the
college's antiquated and poprly maintained elevators. College officials now say the problems The
Chronicle revealed will be .fixed by fall 2004.
•
The signature Tor.co sign on the fa~ade of
the South Campus Building, 624 S . Michigan
Ave., was scheduled for removal in April. The col-

File

The college adopted a big top circus theme for the Oct. 10 Student Convocationheld inside a makeshift tent in a parking lot at the corner of Wabash Avenue and
Harrison Street.
.•

lege has now pegged the removal date for June.
•
The college briefly considered renting out
space in Dearborn Station, 47 W. Polk St.
"I walked in there, and the only thing of is 'student center,'" said Vice President of Facilities and
Operations Mike Debish .
The college eventually decided not tO rent out
the space.
. .

tuition ChllrgiiS] IJ.I million [thl! IISking priC_II for thiiC~IIIIgii'S pr11sid11nti111 rllsidllnl:ll]

Paris............. ... 26
London . ........ . ... $264
Mexico .... ......... $315
Buenos Aires .... $394
A1r, accomm & transfers.

Lonoon
7 night hostel accomm.
From:

$620

cr:mcun
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IN
LIZA
Summer & Fall Re_gistration
has been·extended!
As an added service to students, the Summer and Fall
registration time periods have been extended.
Registration on OASIS for the SUMMER 2004 semester has been re-opened.
You can register or change your class schedule until midnight (CST) June 5th.
Registration and class revision for the FALL 2004 semester will remain
open until midnight {CST) October 2nd.
Please remember that facul~ advising clearances are required to register for
Fall semester. Advising clearances are not required for Summer.
• You can register from your home computer, or on any other
computer with Internet access. It Is not necessary to go to a campus
computer lab to register. However, If you do not have access to a
computer you may register on campus at either of the Internet
Cafes, 731 S. Plymouth Court or 1104 S. Wabash.
If you need assistance, please call the Help Desk at 312-344-7788
between the hours of 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday - Friday.
• Verify that you are registering, or changing your class schedule, for
the correct semester. Both Summer and Fall semesters are open for
registration.
• Financial Information - Students who owe an unpaid balance must
resolve their student accoun.t before they can register. Check your
OASIS course and fee statement for your current balance. Please
contact the Student Financial Services office at 312-344-7140 or
e-mail sfs@colum.edu to resolve any unpaid balance.

If you have questions about the registration process, please feel free to
contact the Records Office, 312-344-7224.

o11!1ts
.............,.,.,.,-::;:~~~

~
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Colleges respond to
recent suicides with
increased counseling
0 90 percent of suicide victims have mental illness
the center has made."
To increase the awareness and
visibility of the counseling cenMelissia Page is facing some ter, Woods has placed advertisestressful
issues
at
ments in local publications,
Columbi a. One of her --...---.,-- made presentations at
biggest concerns, for
student orientations and
example,
is
getting
·participated in other camenough financial aid to
pus activities. These
cover the cost of tu ition.·'
efforts have proven to be
"I worry about how I
effective, as the number
am goi ng to pay for classes of students who contacted the
because I have used up my sub- center went up more than 50 persidized loans," she said. "My cent in the 2002-2003 school
part-time job is not going to be year compared with the year
enough."
,
·before.
Because of health problems,
According to the American
Page has had to miss class, in Association of Suicidology, suiturn affecti.ng her financial aid cide is the third-leading cause of
package.
death among 15- to 24-year-olds
"Sometimes I feel like quit- and ranks higher than homicide
ting, but it's like I'm determined as the I I th leading cause of
to do this," she said. "I try to death in the United States, On
look at the positive side-like average, one young person every
what I am going to benefit from two hours and I 2.4 . minutes
committed suicide in 2001. That
an education." .
Crystal j3rown, 19, is a dedi- year, the suicide rate increased
cated student. Each semester, the slightly from the year before
African-American studies and a(ter declining consecutively
sociology major carries a full- since 1995.
time schedule at Eastern
Additionally, research shows
University
in that males are more likely to kill
Michigan
Ypisilanti, Mich. She also works themselves. For every female
more than 40 hours a week at death by suicide, there are four
two jobs, one waiting tables and by men.
the other in the school's admisThe suicide of four New York
sions office in an effort to pay University students within the
for her living expenses and col- past six months ancf the high rate
lege courses. But such a difficult of suicide at the Massachusetts
\ scl)edule and the pressures of Institute of Technology, where a
living from paycheck to pay- sophomore set herself on fire in
check have, overwhelmed her at 2000, have colleges and univertimes, causing her to become sities becoming more and more
extremely sick.
proactive in dealing with mental
"I don't deal wi th stress really health.
·
For example, Columbia and
well," she said. "After my last
set of finals, I got migraines for MIT, as well as Cornell,-Harvard
a week and I couldn ' t move or and Yale universities, are partieeat anything."
ipating in a mental health
And that 's not all. On another improvement pilot program by
occasion, the stress was so bad the Jed Foundation, a nonprofit
that a migraine during her youth suicide prevention organimidterm partially impaired her zation. The program collects
data using the schools ' own
sight.
Brown and Page are two mental health resources and will
examples of students who are use it as a resource in consulting
working through these and other .other colleges on their counselobstacles to complete their ing center and mental health
degrees. Today the average col- efforts that try to prevent suilege student has to deal with not cide.
The Jed Foundation offers a
only the increasi ng cost of living
expenses and college tuition, but free online support center,
often a whole range of academic www. Ulifeline.com, for students
and personal stresses as well. who may be hesitant to talk to
Most prove successful in meet- someone , or need additional
ing life's challenges during their information about depression.
college years.
While the online center is taiOthers, however, find they lored for eac h of the 350 particicannot handle the pressures and pating co lleges and universities
find other ways to solve their and is very comprehensive,
problems, including dropping Donna Satow, one of the
out or even attempting suicide. founders of The Jed Foundation,
This has resulted in an increase sai d the site does not take the
in the use of school counseling place of visiting with a mental
centers nationwide, as college health professional.
"There's everything positive
students look to ~o meone close
by to help them maintain a posi- about talking to someone," she
tive state of mental health during said.
these stressful times.
Satow said that there is still a
Taunya· Woods, coordinator of stigma with mental health. She
Counseling
Services
at 'believes thi s site helps young
Co lumbia, said that as the need adu lts better understand that
for student services has grown, they are not alone.
"I think a lot of people don't
the center has hired four additiona! staff therapists.
want to be seen coming and
"The number of student con- going into the counseling service
tacts that we have increases center," she said.
'Phe American Foundation for
every semester," she said.
"That's partially due to the addi- Suicide Prevention recently protiona! staff and the outreach that
See Suicide Page 13
By Belia Ortega
CooiiiOOtJil9Writer

Andrew J. Scott!The Chronicle

Tony Miccolis relaxes in his recording studio, Studio A, 676 N. LaSalle. St. Studio A is a professional recording suite that Miccolis started last September. M1ccolls sa1d 75. percent of hiS bUSIness comes from Columbia students. Miccolis works at Columbia as the stud1o coordinator for the
Audio Arts and Acoustics department.
'

New sound·for historic site
0 Staffer's new studio caters to recording needs of Columbia students
By Andrew Greiner

N~ Elilor
Tony Miccolis, studio coordinator for the Audio Arts and
Acoustics Department, is using
his know-how to ·run his own
professional studio, and his business Site has some hiSIO·
ry with Columbia.
The building at 676 N.
LaSalle St.
housed
Columbia's Audio Arts
and Acoustics studio for
more than a decade
before it moved to its current
location in the basement of the
33 E. Congress Parkway
Building.
Columbia began renting the
676 N. LaSalle. St. location in
January 1991 and ended its lease
in September 2003, said Ed Van
Baerle, the building's owner
since 1970.
That's when Miccolis stepped
in and set up Studio A Recording,
which Miccolis s.aid is a fullservice recording studio. Studio
A occupies one of the eight studios in the 9 ,000-squate-foot
basement of the building. Dan
Deitrich sublets the space to
Miccolis and his partner, Tommy
Otto.
Deitrich is the former s.tudio
coordinator for Columbia's
Audio Arts and Acoustics
Department. He set up Wall to
Wall Recording in 676 N.

LaSalle St. after Columbia vacated the building. Miccolis said he
and Deitrich are working to bring
a commercial vibe back to the
space.
Miccolis said that his burgeoning business is profitable after
only a few months, and he attribUtes itS SUCCeSS tO his
Columbia ties.
"A · huge part of our
client base is students," he
said. "I'd say probably 75
IUSIC percent of our business is
from Columbia students."
Eric Wolfram, a junior audio
arts and acoustics major, said he
would use Miccolis' studio for
projects after graduation.
"I think Tony gives deals,"
Wolfram said.
Miccolis said students feel
comfortable at his studio because
they are fam il iar with it.
"Some sen ior level students
who need some income freelance
[at Studio A]," Miccolis said·.
" And obviously we have student
discounts."
"I think the history is important because • it is an old
Columbia building," said Terrell
Campbell, a junior audio arts and
acoustics major who is familiar
with Studio A Recording.
Van
Baerle
said
that
Columbia's history with the
building goes beyond the Audio
Arts and Acoustics studio that
used to be there. He said that

oo·

Golden Tee

before Columbia officially
moved in, Richard Coken, a faculty member in the Film and
Video Department, ran Zenith
DB Studios out of the same location. Coken was unavailable for
comment.
Miccolis credits Coken for
transforming the space into a
high-tech recording studio. He
said that Coken had the studio
space built to specs in the early
1970s.
Coken was the one who had
the ground dug out below the
studio so it could be lowered. He
had the walls lined with cinderblocks, and he had the space
wired properly, Miccolis said.
Miccolis set the tone for the
technological advancements that
his studio still strives to keep
current. The studio has been
redesigned and rewired to the
specifications of a professional
studio.
Not only does Studio A offer
recording opportunities for musicians of all genres from gospel to
rap, it also offers voice-over
faci lities for radio programs and
CD and DVD 'duplication. It
offers graphic design for album
art. Miccolis himself is ava ilable
as a stand in musician, and the
studio has a wide range of instruments for rent.
" We are trying to keep people
in house from start to finish,"
Miccolis said .

ContinuedfromPageJ

the best of 'em.
Althoug~
Zieli nski never
graduated from Columbia, he
said the training he received in
his photography classes benefited him in his profession.
"I noi only design how the
game plays, but how it looks,"
Zielinski said. "So th e 2-D
des ign classes and a lot of my
photo composition classes that I
took were really a benefit,
because I was able to create
scenery, and I utilize that part of
my brain more easily."
Golden Tee Fore has become
so popular that the company now

offers tournaments once a
month.
"We have a modem in each
game, and we call down the
scores and all the stats 10 our
central office here," Zielinski
said. "We have over 25,000
machines out there that are connected, and you can compete
around the country on various
skill levels."
Colabuono said that Incredible
Technologies awards more than
$233,000 in prize money in the
company's online tournaments.
Zielinski said he advises students to concentrate on whatever

they are learning, even if they
don' t think they want to continue with the major.
"Life is funny," he said. "The
training you get in one area can
definitely pay off in other professions. You never know where
it is going to be applied."
Zielinski's latest creation is
ca lled Silver Strike Bowling,
which he co-created with another Columbia 'a lumnus, Ralph
Melgosa.
Zielinski also took part in creating Rim l?ockin ' Basketball,
Hard Yardage, Hot Shots Tennis
and 7ime Killers.
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Concert
The following events qualify for Recital Attendance
Tues. May25

Advanced Piano Concert

12:30 PM

Students perfonn worlls for advanced piano

New Music Ensemble

3:30PM

Students perfonn worlls for. string ensemble in the new music gen re

Composition 4 Concert

7:30 PM

lntemalional Contemporary Ensemble performs worlls by
advanced composition students

Wed. May26

Freshman Singers Project

6:00PM

Freshrnan voice students perform

Thurs. May 27

Orchestration Concert

12:30 PM

International Coot~ Ensemble performs works by
01 chesllatioi' students
.

Drew Krag Independent Project

7:30PM

Fri. llay 28

MIDI Concert

2:00 PM

Sludenls from the MIDI COU'S8 present eledronic works

All weekday events a re free. For more Info: 312J344.6300

.... c.-_.._

..,

prowided by~·...,..

Inc.

Get SUPER STAR
Treatment!
at College Park at State
2 east 8th street

Students!
See what it feels like
to live like a star!

RATES START AT
S650 per person!

~o~uec1e park at state 1a1 uae.1000
communttlet I www.collogtparkwtb.com
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Jane jams for
kidney disease
0 Marketing class raises more than $2.000 for cure
By Nykeya Woods
Staff Write!

"Purple

Cotzrinuedfrom Front Page

Campus Building, 624 S. Wabash
Ave. The sign currently serves as
the trademark for the building.
The sign could be removed as
soon as the middle of June,
according to Mike Debish, associate vice president of facilities and
operations.
Because the sign needs to be
removed by a crane, the city had to
reserve a Sunday-the only day
cranes are allowed downtown- to
close off part, if not the entire, 600
block of South Michigan Avenue.
Debish said the school decided
to remove the sign after it found
out that the sign's owners hadn't
been properly maintaining it.
"There's no relevance for calling it the Torco building anyway,"
he said. "It'll improve the look of
the building, because [the building] does have unique characteristics."
Berg told The Chronicle that
she hopes to replace the sign that
represented the area for so long
with building lighting.
But no final decisions have
been made to install lighting
devices on the building.
The tentative date to detach the
Torco sign is June 13, according
to Debish.

Student Center soon?
But even with the implementation of these short-term changes.
Debish said it would take more to
reconnect the college.
'The more I've been studying
the campus, the more I've seen a

distinction between the north Building's elevators is ahead of
campus and the south campus," schedule. He said that he expects
he said. "This campus really has one of the elevators to be ready
almost two separate lives."
for use by the summer, and the othDebish said the best way to ers will be completed by the fall.
bridge the gap between the two
In order to solve additional
main parts of the campus-the space issues at the school, Debish
Liberal Education Department said Columbia is looking at
and a majority of the School of adding another 100,000 square
Media Arts, as well as most of the feet to the campus.
administrative offices, are located
But because property values in
on the north side, while the the- the South Loop have risen so
ater, music, dance and film con- drastically, the college hasn't yet
centrations are on the south end- decided whether it's more benefiis to build a s tudent center cial to buy existing buildings or to
between the two halves.
construct new facilities.
Closing the deal on forming a
"We have to make better use of
student center on the comer of the space we have," he said.
Wabash Avenue and Balbo Street
And Debish said Ire wants to
could be closer than ever, Debish utilize space wherever he can.
said.
In order for construction to New space, visible art
begin o n the proposed center, a
The window space in the forland swap still needs to take place mer Universal Bowling building,
between Buddy Guy's Legends which has sat unused since the
blues club, which owns the land at school purchased it last year, is
Wabash and Balbo where the cen- reserved to display student work,
ter could go, and Columbia, starting with student art for
which owns the land where Manifest.
Buddy Guy 's now sits.
For now, the school plans to
Even if a deal is made between reinvent Columbia's image in the
Columbia and Buddy Guy's, South Loop by re-examining the
Debish said, it will still take two exterior of its campus, even if it
years to build the center.
includes some periwinkle paint.
But he said the sooner a student
The periwinkle is temporary, by
center is built, the bener it will be the way.
for the school.
" Hey, it's only paint," Debish
said in response to negative reac33 E. Congress revamp
tions about the new color. "We
Debish also told The Chronicle can change it next year if we don' t
that the school's plan to revamp like it."
the 33 E. Congress Parkway

A T-shirt autographed by
Chicago hip-hop artist Kanye
West was just one of the items
featured at a silent auction
designed to raise money and
awareness for the Polycystic
Kidney Disease Foundation
The event, called "Jammin'
with Jane," which occured at the
Rock Bottom Brewery, I W.
Grand Ave., on May 19,was produced by Columbia 's Special
Events Management class taught
by Jane Canepa.
Canepa and her class raised
more than $2,000 for the foundation, including a donation of
$1,000 made by William Flesch,
vice president of Gordon Flesch
Co. who's father died from polycystic kidney disease in 1995.
"It's a party atmosphere," said
Scott Ladany, who's son, Steve,
is a junior in Canepa's class.
" It 's a pleasure to be here
tonight to support, to raise
money, to try to cure a very serious disease. This kind of has a
special meaning to my son. He
wanted us to come here in support of not only PKD, but
Columbia College."
Steve Ladany was a part of a
group of four students who went
to WBBM-FM to talk about
"Jammin' with Jane" and The
PKD Foundation. Students were
a lso featured on WGN-TV
Morning
News'
"Cha rity
Minute."
"We are trying to raise money
for a cause that is important,
something too many people
don't know about, and rai se
awareness,"
said
Nazila
Hakimian, a senior advertising
major who lost an aunt to the
disease. "When I heard about
this, I said, 'I want to do this. "'
Canepa has been teaching
How to Mange Promotions and
Special Events since 1991.
Several years ago, Canepa
decided it would be a good idea
for her class to try to help out
charit ies with an event.
"I started the whole charity
[idea] because I thought we need
to match people up that need

us," Canepa said. "I want to do
real-life scenarios."
At the end of the semester in
many courses. most students
turn in a paper related final. Not
so for Canepa's class. Instead.
her students are required to
apply the skills they learned in
class to promote and organize a
special event.
"The class is hands-on."
Hakimian said. "[Studentsjlearn
the field, see what planning an
event is all about."
According to the Centers For
Disease Control and Prevention.
polycystic kidney disease. a
common genetic disorder for
humans,
affects
600,000
Americans. In the di sorder,
numerous fluid-filled cysts grow
inside the kidneys, replacing the
organ mass and eventually leading to kidney failure.
In addition, according to Dave
Kappas, coordinator for the
Chicago chapter of the PKD
Foundation, 60 percent o f PKD
sufferers will have end-stage
kidney failure, leaving them
only three options.
"They will either need to get a
transplant, go on dialysis or
die," Kappas said
Kappas has personally been
affected by the disorder. beginning when his mother died of the
disease when he was 8 years
old. Not only does he have five
cousins and a sister coping with
the disease, but he has polycystic kidney disease, too.
Although there is no cure for
the disease, Kappas said medical
technology has come a long way.
"The options are much more
now than 40 years ago," said
Kappas, whose mother did not
have the option for a transplant
or dialysis. "Unfortunately right
now in this country, II people a
day are waiting for a kidney
transplant."
Besides "Jammin' with Jane,"
the PKD Foundation also coordinated a T-shirt excliange in
cooperation with Columbia to
raise money.
For more information on polycystic kidney disease, visit
www.pkdcure.org.

Courtesy The Eventors

Back row left to right: Annalyn de Ia Rosa, Amy Bartley, Steve
Kappas _(coordinator of the Chicago Polycystic Kidney Disease
Foundation chapter), Mary Beth Venezia, Nazila Hakimian , and
course teacher Jane Canepa; front row left to right: Rachel Strieff
and Ron Harris.
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Everything is open to the public and FREE!

Get Involved, Get Informed, Get Connected

The Core will be in Grant Park featuring
the student organizations of Columbia College .. _

$$$

Money Machine

Psvch i c

$$$

Free T-Shirts
Massage Therapist

Henna Tattoo Artist
Dancers
Giveaways at every table
*You will not leave the Core emptyhonded.
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Columbia graduate
gets a Golden Appl~
0 Clemente art teacher honored for excellence
By Maria Raynes
SlaiiWnler

Beth Keller (left) operates the computerized tour of ancient Greece in the .Hellenic
and
Cultural Center, 801 W. Adams St. Keller is a graduating senior in the Interactive Multimedia
Department and team leader for the project, which will be a permanent piece of the museum's new
location at Halsted and Van Buren streets.

Museum

Continuedfrom Front Page

vided a timeline for the events surrounding the IOOth anniversary of
the shady deals that ended up moving the 1904 Olympics from
Chicago to St. Louis-suggested
to l;laxter that o ne of the class
teanls come up with an ide&for the
Hellenic Museum around the holiday season 2003. After the class
approved the idea, they proposed it
to officials at the museum, who
liked it enough to give the team a
budget.
Armed with $ 11,000 from the
museum and the guidance of John
MacAloon. associate dean of the
Social Sciences division at
University of Chicago and an
Olympic scholar, the students
c hristened themselves Team
Omada-Greek for "team"-and
set out on the Herculean task of
recreating ancient Olympia in just
under 15 weeks.
Research commenced, primarily
led by team leader Keller, who
·decided what anifacts and landmarks would be available for audiences to explore. From there, it
was up to the team to produce the
project with minimal supervision.
" I was there I in class] as a supervising facu lty member to make
sure nothing got out of control, but
everything else was in their direction," Cancellaro said. "The class

is about them organizing themselves, picking a leader and hiring
and firing members, if they have
to."
Team Omada worked throughout the semester on the project. By
the time it was finished, the team
fo und they had come in under
budget and on time with a project
that has since become accepted as
a permanent addition to the
Hellenic Museum--<:enainly no
small
feat,
according
to
Cancellaro.
'This is a great thing for their
portfolios, not only because it's 3D and they put a lot of work into it,
but this on a permanent exhibit,
which their names are permanently attached to," he said.
However, some of the students
ended up a little dissappointed
with how the project turned out.
Constrained by both time and historical accuracy, members of the
team said they eventually reached
a point where the project was compromising.
"In the real world, the amount of
time we spent getting it off the
ground ... wouldn't have seen a
pencil put to a page," Szydelko
said. "As the deadline approached,
it could have been a much cooler
thing. ... There could have been
movies inside the tour, but then

video would have had to be shot,
and then edited, and then inserted
into the program."
"If we had a year, this thing
would be perfect, but they were
pushing us [to get it done]," Keller
said. "I do think it turned out really well , considering the amount of
time we had [to finish it]."
Some members even expressed
a desire to one day return to the
program and build off what they
left with the museum .
"It's impressive to people who
know nothing about what went
into it, but really, there's so much
more that can be done with it,"
Miller said . .
"We' d like to put in more artifacts and make the artifacts a little
bit better, as far as resolution,"
Keller said. "We have the structure, we have the grounds, and I
think they were modeled beautifully, but it's the furnishings we'd
like to finish, which would just
take another month to do."
But, as far as being the authors
of a permanent exhibit, the students are quick to point o ut that
they aren't complaining.
"For a senior class, being able to
be involved with something like
this is si mply amazing," said
Keller.

Lt. Gov. Pat Quinn. tailed by a
crew of local news reporters.
Elena Diadenkosurpri sed
Hunter in her Roberto Clemente
Community Academy High
School classroom with the 2004
Golden Apple Award for excellence in teaching. Diadenkohunter, a Columbia graduate, is
one of 10 Golden Apple winners
from a field of 681 Chicago.
area public high school teachers
this year.
Diadenko-Hunter was honored at the Fairmont Hotel May
8 with the award.
In addition to a $2,500 check
and
an Apple computer,
Diadenko-Hunter wi ll take a
tuition-free sabbatical in the fall
at Northwestern University as
part of )he award.
She to ld her fellow recipients
at the Golden Apple Awards ceremony that this award is the
"vodka tonic" she needed to
continue teaching. After her
sabbatical, Diade nko-Hunter
will
return
to
Cle mente
refreshed and enthused, she said.
Elena was golden before, said
C lemente
Principal
Ire ne
DaMota, and this award brings
attention to that fact. For the
past two years, Diadenko Hunter won the $2,500 Michael
Jordan Fundamentals Grant to
supplement the school's art program .
Jugg lin g five lesson plans
within one class period to
accommodate varying levels of
talent and ambition , DiadenkoHunter has become an inspiration in a school system that has
been described by many teachers
as difficult and at times dangero us.
" It would be easier to teach in
the suburbs or in a magnet
school," Diadenko-Hunter said.
But she doesn't.
" I have to· give them a lot of
lo ve," sa id Diadenko- Hunte r
during her Stud io Art class.
She corrals her most talented
students into independent study
programs and works to hone talents that can win the m needed
scholarships. According to
Diadenko- Hunter, 9 1 percent of
the 2.000 plus students at
Clemente are at or below poverty level. Two of her prev ious

~

Suicide

Conruwedfrom Page 9

duced a stude nt mov ie called
The Truth Abom Suicide: Real
Stories of Depression in College.
The docume ntary is geared
toward 14- to 25-year-olds, and
will soon be available on the
foundation's
website
at
www.afsp.org.
The students who panicipated
in the movie have either survived suicide o r have loved o nes
that have, said Stan Lewy of the
American Foundatio n of Suicide
Prevention, who also serves on
the Illinois Suicide Prevention
Planning Committee. The group
of health professionals, profes-

sors, health and mental health
advocacy o rganizations and state
agencies that has developed a
strategic suicide prevention plan
for Illinois.
Lewy's son David committed
suicide in 1997 after his medication was changed because it was
a ffecting his liver. he said.
"We're trying to teach youngsters to recogni ze depression in
themselves," he said. "One of
the main things that we are trying to bring to the forefront is to
take the stigma away from mental illness. The stigma of mental
illness is horrific, but it's g~tting

better."
Lewy said he hopes that over
the next 15 years. society will
accept depression in the same
way it accepts cancer. He said
that 90 percent of suic ide victims have a mental illness.
"One o ut of every I 00 people
who are under the age of 24 have
been successful in taking their
own li ves," he said. 'The unsuccessful attempts are clearly a cry
fo r help. Some are fo iled
because they do not know what
they are doing. Once someone
attempts suicide, they have a
higher risk of success."

8. e!

eity heal!
eampurl

students have won Latono Art
Beat Scholarships. ' he sa1d.
He r dedication often bnngs
her into her students' ho mes as a
volunteer in th e Ho mebound
program. tutoring. girls who are
pregnant, boys who have been
shot and even a girl who has terminal cancer.
Diadenko. a nati ve o f the
Ukraine, has conquered the language barrier between her and
her mostl y Hispanic students.
English is the second language
for both parties, and she said she
understands their struggle to get
ahead in American culture.
Diade nko-Hunter wears a gold
and beaded bracelet meant to
ward off evil o n her left wrist. a
gift from the mother of one of
her students , in the tradition of
Puerto Rican c ulture . It is a symbol to Diadenko-llunter that she
has been accepted.
"I started from the botto m of
soc iety," said Diadenko-Hunter
of her status as an immigrant in
1995. Even with a bachelor's
degree, she fo und herself doing
odd j obs to send money back
home to her mother while carving out her niche as an artist, she
said.
Diadenko-Hu nter later earned
the first of two master 's degrees
from
Col umbia.
In
the
Interdisciplinary Education program , she received the nurturing
at Columbia that she would in
turn pay o ut at Clemente.
" If the student wants to and
the teacher wants to, the [language] barrier is broken," said
Clara Fitzpatrick, chairwo111an
of Interdisciplinary Education at
Columbia .
Diadenko-Hunter
attributes her success to
Fitzpatric k, who worked hard to
move her fro m the background
of an artist and into the are na of
education.
"My chest was out so far when
she was j ust no minated ,"
Fitzpatrick said.
Diadenko- Hunter desc ribed
the whole experience as testiment that in this country. ''no
matter who you are. if you do
the ri ght thing, you can actually
succeed."
" My country does n't have that
opportunity," she sai d.
The all'ards ceremony, hosted
by the Fairmont Hotel, will air
on W7TW TV on May 2 7 at 8
p .m.
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MUSIC & DANCE IN GRANT PARK
11 :00 AM-::9:00 PM, Grant Park at Michigan & Harrison and in
Columbia College Sculpture Garden at Wabash & lith Street
Bebop to Hip Hop ... more than 30 acts on 3 stages with a total of 21 hours of music! This year's featured band is
Cyro Baptista &Beat the Donkey: a torrid, unstoppable ensemble of percussionists, samba dancers, Capoeira
performers, singers, and exotiGally costumed players. Also on the lineup are Heiruspecs (Hip Hop). Copeland (lndie),
Columbia's student bands, the high-e~ergy student dance troupes Adrenaline, C.R.U.I. and more.

ARTWALK +SALE
11 :00 AM-1 :00 PM and 5:00--7:00 PM, Begin at 600 S. Michigan Avenue
Join us for a self-guided tour of more than 12 galleries and studio. The ArtWalk & Sale
showcases fine art, photography, interdisciplinary book and paper arts, multimedia work,
and more! With free continuous trolley service.

AND MUCH MORE!
Don't miss the live art happenings, human chess game, lively puppetry spectacle,
and other exhibitions, performances and installations around the Columbia
College campus in the South Loop arts corridor.
·

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

•

•
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orne magazines do news. Others do fashion, fun or travel. Others, gossip, entertainment or sports. But how about one that's "like
· having hundreds of grandmothers around"? ·
A Seattle couple says that's one way to view The Frugal
Environmentalist,a quarterly magazine (well, stapled newsletter)
that explores Earth-friendly ways of doing things without spending a lot
of lnoney.
_
Lisa Farino and Peter Luyckx, who moved to Seattle from Vermont
in November, are working on the 20-page magazine's sixth issue, which
will offer advice on. staying cool in the summer, .reducing your contribution to smog and cooking with summer crops such. as the blessed
tomato and ubiquitous zucchini.
What's that got to do with hundreds of grannies? Luyckx (pronounced "Lucks") used the analogy to describe .the magazine's goal of
circulating bits of advice, including some tried-and-true practices from
· generations ago.
Example: Add a small amount
of vinegar to the rinse cycle of
the washing machine to cut
excess suds ·and make
clothes come· o ut softer
without u's ing a fabric softener.
Example: Collect wax
from candle stubs and
make new candles.
"Nobody really wants
dirty air and polluted
water and unhealthy
food," said Farino. the
magazine's
publisher,
editor and lead writer.
"But they're reall y not
sure what they ca n do, and
they may not be willing to
make big changes. We're
trying to allow _people to
make incremen!al changes."

S

Betty Udlen/The Seattle Tl11l8S

Peter Luyckx and Lisa Farino are the sole
publishers, editors, reporters and writers for their own
environmental newsletter-The Frugal Environmentalist.

''

Nobody really .
wants dirty air and
polluted water and
unhealthy £ood.

'·
• ~Lisa Farino, publisher,

''

The Frugal
Environmentalist

Old-timey advice is just one part
of what's offered in the magazine,
which sells for $5 a copy or $17.95 for
'
a year's subscription.
. No fancy, slick publication this. It's
printed in black on plain white paper,
with touches of green showing liP only on
the front and back covers. It has a paid circulation nationally of 500, with the bulk of
subscriptions delivered by mail.
The two 33-year-olds, who met at a youth hostel in Budapest in 1996, at first seem a study in
contrasts.
•
He, soft-spoken, gazes calmly thro ugh small oval
lenses as he speaks with careful precision. She talks not just
with her voice, but with dark eyes flashing, smile beaming, arms
·
and hands carving the air to make a point.
He, . born in Belgium, has degrees in English and Dutch linguistics. She, a
Connecticut native, holds degrees in biology and writing.
But they share important priorities and practice what they preach.
To accomplish their mission, they need to live cheaply. For now, every cent
that comes in from the magazines and nascent film festivals covers costs such as
equipment and supplies. She works on the projects full time; he has a temporary
job wi th Cascade Bicycle Club.
Eventually, they hope to associate with a nonprofit group, allowing them to seek
grant money to strengthen their efforts and possibly draw salaries.
As part o f their fruga l style, they go grocery shopping together by bicycle to the
PCC Natural Market, making sure not to miss precious member-discount days.
They bring glass and plastic containers to purchase bulk food_and carry things
home in metal-and-canvas baskets alon·gside the bikes' rear tires.
Farino makes her own cleanin'g supplies with vinegar, baki ng soda, o live oil,
borax and other simple ingredients. And she makes food for the couple's three cats
from ground turkey. eggs, carrots, cornmea l, bone meal and soy lecithin.
Farino said her first encounters with "the environmental culture," in the 1980s
made it seem " like a middle- to upper-middle-class movement."
Debates about saving forest or park land, whi le important, didn't directly connect with her need for practical information on topics such as getting along without a car (they have one but rarely use it and plan to sell it) and maintaining a simple, inexpensive and ceo-friendly lifestyle.
Her solution was extensive research into everyday-life issues. The magazine
was created as a way to share what she learned and recruit tips and advice from

See Environment, Page 17
BiKing Is a green way to get to the grocery store for Peter Luyckx and
Ltsa Farino, publishers of The Frugal Environmentalist.
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others.
The decision to publish no
advertising preserves the magazine's independence but cuts off
a potential revenue stream.
Althougn the environmental
movement is rife with books,
magazines, newsletters and journals, Luyckx, The Frugal
Environmenta list's marketing
and publicity director, believes
there's still a spot for what the
couple hopes to accomplish.
"Most environmental publications focus on the problems,
everything that's going wrong.
There definitely is a need for
that, but there also [is] need to
be an element that says, 'What
can you do?'"
"And then," Farino added,
"what can you do that's affordable?-"
Simply switching from majorbrand foods and cleaning supplies to ones touted as organic
and environmentally sound can
carry a significant boost in price.
Farino buys organic produce but
avoids products labeled organic
if they strike her as using too
much packaging material, as in
the case of frozen dinners or
individual-sized juice boxes.
As much as possible, she opts
for prod\lce in season locally.
Using jet fuel to bring in fruit
from South America and other
far-flung locations, she said ,
doesn' t -seem environmentally
wise.
Still, Farino aild Luyckx want
to avoid hard-and-fast rules that
could intimidate the . audience
they hope to reach.
To that end, Farino has
recruited
her
mother in
Connecticut to help test some
ideas.
At first, her mother was reluctant to switch from her triedand-true commercial spray
c leaner to Farino's combination
of water, vinegar and tea-tree
oil. Gradually, she found she
cobld use the solution on many
jobs but kept the old cleaner to
avoid using extra scrubbing on
tougher messes.
Now, said Farino, her mother
is open to tryfng a natural citrusoil-based cleaner on the tough
jobs, further reducing her use of
the c hemical spray.
"Peo ple are wi lling to experi. ment with ~omething," Farino
said, "if they're approached in a
nonconfrontational way." ·

0 These finals take two years of preparation

Betty Udsen/The Seattle Times

Lisa Farino. and Peter Luyckx make food for their cats from
scratch an·d refrigerate it in recycled yogurt containers.
---;=-:;,-,

'I'm representing for the
gangstas all across the world'
0 Actor Ben Stein passes out more than money
By Deanna Cekanski
The Latern (Ohio State U.)
(U-W!RE)
COLUMBUS,
Ohio-Other than his strong
Republican political views, Ben
Stein had another motivation for
speaking at the Ohio Union
May 17.
" I ' m representing. for the
gangstas all across the world ,"
Stei n said.
Stein, an actor, noveli st,
comi c, lawyer, teac her and
speechwriter for Presidents
Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford,
engaged in about 10 minutes of
stand -up
comedy
before
explaining to OSU students how
to both fail and succeed in life.
Some tips from hi s latest
best-selling book How to Ruin

17

Your Life include tips such as
watching reruns of "The
Simpsons," not saving money,
ignoring family and being
ungrateful.
Stein's inspiration for writing
the book was his son, Tommy,
for his laziness as a youth .
"No matter what anyone does
for you, the answer is always 'it
sucks,'" Stein said.
He identified the single best
way to ruin your life, which he
addressed to the women of the
audience.
"Have ·a relationship with
someone with a lot of personal
problems and believe in your
heart you can c hange them," he
said.
His tips for how to save your

Ben Stein
life followed:
" Be grateful and not angry,
bitter or envious," Stein said.
".G ratitude is one of the great
attitudes o f life."
He encouraged the audience
to stop and smell the roses, fall
in love, be thrifty, not argue

By Ilene Rosenblum
Daily Northwestern (Northwestern U.)
(U-W!RE)
EVANSTON,
III.- The arrival of spring
means seniors who have been
working all year on honors theses either take a well-deserved
break after hand ing them in or
spend hours trying to finish
before their department's deadline.
Northwestern UniversityWeinberg senior Tyler Barnett
said he prepared for the thesis
he handed in May 8-a mandatory part of the selective
American Studies programsince his sophomore year.
And now that it's done, he
said he has experienced feelings of joy and "post-partum
depression."
"You have a different mindset after you finis h something
that large," he said. "It's a very
weird feeling."
To celebrate, he said he went
to a party at another American
Studies student's house.
Barnett said the American
Studies program 's structure,
which requires all majors to
take small seminars together,
gives the thesis a qifferent
meaning.
"It's really more of a culmination than at other departments," he said. " It was kind of
momentous to turn it in."
Barnett sa id his thesis,
which focused on blues singers
Bessie Smith and Ma Rainey
helped him decide some of his
plans for after graduation .
"This kind of convinced me
that I should give graduate
school a shot at some point,"
he said.
But Barnett hasn't stopped
working. He said interest in his
other class work keeps him
motivated, and he dedicates
more time to hobbies like a
project with communication
senior Andy Brommel. The
two are creating an hour-long
album to accompany an adaptation of a story by Brommel
bein g performed later this
month. The story, " Firefly,"
wi ll be performed at the
Mussetter-Struble Theatre at
the Theatre and Interpretation
Center as part of the Spare Rib
Festival. T he festival presents
works created, directed and
performed by undergraduates
in performance studies.
"It's like a~other baby that l
have incubati ng," he said.
But it's not time to relax yet
for seniors like Emily Wetter,
who still have a few more days
to prepare their theses. Wetter,
a Weinberg sen ior and psywith loved ones and va lue life.
"Life is the supreme measure
of human aspiration," he said.
He explained: "Be good to
those who were good to you"
and used an example from his
own life. Stein stayed by his
father's side after his mother
passed away and gave him the
motivation to meet people and
be happy again. He lost his
father a few years later, but he is
grateful for his time spent and
urged students to have fami ly
values.

chology major, said she still is
revising her paper on the ability of parents to determine their
child's emotions.
" There's a lot of last minute
revisions and drafts," she said.
Wetter
said
she =-;;,..---...,----,
doesn't
It
thi nk it will
•
be difficult
•
to concentrate on her
S1110DT .Lif£
other class- ~=-----'
es after she is done with her
thesis but said she will definitely take more time to socialize, "spending time with
friends instead of typing my
paper."
Philosophy lecturer Mark
Sheldon, an adviser for seniors
in his department and acting
assistant dean for Weinberg
College of Arts and Sciences,
said many seniors enjoy studying an issue in depth after
briefly studying a variety of
topics.
"After being students and
taking a variety of courses ...
[students are] probably getting
interested and enthusiastic
about various ideas," Sheldon
said, "particularly here at
Northwestern where we have a
quarter system."
"Going in depth in a systematic way in an issue or question
or problem" is great expt;rience for graduate school,
whether for the application or
for research for a dissertation,
Sheldon ,said.
John Etmekjian, a Weinberg
junior graduating a year early,
said the best part of being fin,
ished with his thesis was to
have more free time and to
enjoy the nice weather, he said.
"! definitely want to play
more tenni s," said Etmekjian,
president of Men 's Club
Tennis.
His thesis, a requirement of
his mathematical methods in
the soc ial sciences major,
focused on how the relative
imporiance of different golf
skills has changed over the
years on the
past 25
Professional Golf Association
tour.
Etmekjian said his father,
who wrote his college thesis on
baseball, inspired him .
"The biggest piece of advice
they gave us was to pick a
topic that you 'II want to stick
with the whole year," said
Etmekjian, who also is a
golfer.
"It would have been nice to
get some funding fro m the
school to c heck my theories,"
he said.

!

A Q-and-A session followed
his speech. One student was
lucky enough to get Stein to
utter the infamous line "Bueller,
Bue ller" from the movie Ferris
Bueller's Day Off
Another asked if his money
was rea lly up for grabs on his
show, "Win Ben Stein's
Money"-Stein assured the
audience it was .
But did Stein like having
$5,000 of his money lost to the
champions?
"Fuck no!" he said.
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rom Wrigley Field to the Chicago River, three
Chronicle photographers document the Chicago behind
7
the glittering tourist facade of the Magnificent Mile.
During one week, the photographers took to the streets
to catch a small glimpse of life as it happens in the
Second City. Armed with cameras and their own perspectives, the
photographers captured images that create a remarkable vision of
the true Chicago.

F

Pharos by Carrie Bergagna, Charles Kushner and Andrew J. Scorr
Texr by Krisren Menke
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Columbia's future full9f promise
The most frustrating reali ty
about Columbia is that it's a
work in progress.
For the thousands of students
who call Colu mbia 's embryonic
campus home, that 's a hard pill
to swallow-that our co llege
ground s will one day be a place
that fosters a sense of community among artis ts, writers. photographers and actors, and all of the
~tudents. instructors, staff and
administrators in between.
One day, we're promised,
Columbia's urban campus wi ll
bustle deep into the night. One
day, Columbia's students won' t
retreat to their cars or the el after
class. They'll stay on campus.
They will want to stay on campus.
One day, the college president
wi ll tell us about available scholarship money instead of chiding
us. One day, our college president will live near our bustling
campus, just like Rooseve lt
University's.
One day, we' ll have the amenities that college students expect,
namely a student center. Politics
aside, please. We've waited far
too long for this.
One day, Columbia students
will not feel as if they're buying
an education. One day, we'll get
our reimbursement checks on
time.
One day, we'll feel that our
safety and security is a college
priority. One day, college officials will be transparent when
talking about crimes near our
campus.

One day, just not yet. Not
while you're a student. Six more
. years and Columbia will be "the
bes t student-centered arts and
media college in the world."
according to the college's
impressive "Columbia 20 10"
plan.
We believe it. We're just a bit
anxious. We just can't wait to see
it.
That hulking building known
as the Uni versity Center of
Chicago will undoubtedly add to
our sense o f community, something this college of outsiders'
and outcasts so desperately
needs.
We also want to be shown off.
We want tourists strolling along
Michigan Avenue to know
they're walking into Columbia
territory. We want potential stu·
dents and donors to know there's
a little enclave of talent down
there at the foot of the Loop.
Part of this is marketing,
something highly lacking at the
Columbia of today. Moves to
sponsor the annual Printers' Row
Book Fair are a good place to
start.
As our campus is now, there's
no connective theme linking
Columbia's dozen buildings and
the streets they occupy. No banners. No kiosks. No unifying
theme.
We need to brand the South
Loop as ours. Uniquely ours.
Aside from the hundreds of
students milling about in front of
our buildings, it's difficult to
realize Columbia is the largest

landowner in the South Loop.
We ' re the best-kept secret
. around. But not for long .
There is a movement afoot.
Co lumbia 2010 is part of it. But
there are small things-such as
the Salamander Salon in the 33
E. Congress Parkway Building
and our new periwinkle fa~ade at
619 S. Wabash Ave.-that are
s lowly turning Columbia's former banal office buildings and
storefronts into points of pride
for our students.
Columbia's campus is one of
the safest in the city. Our tuition
remains mostly affordable when
compared to other private colleges. Despite an obvious short·
fall in funds after fewer under·
graduates enrolled last year than
predicted, the college's board of·
trust~s still elected to not raise
tuition fees for 2004.
That takes guts. They should
be applauded.
So to our college administration from all of Columbia's graduating seniors, let us say this: We
look forward to what Columbia
has in store in its dazzling future
· ... be it by 2010 or 2100. .
As newly christened alumni,
we just can't wait to see
Columbia's most certain accomplishments: We can't w.ait to see
for ourselves.
We believe in Columbia
College Chicago.
And we look forward to hearing from you soon.
Of course, that's if the college
doesn't lose our alumni contact
information, again.

Suggestions for the South Loop
When a small gro up of
Chicagoans decided more than
20 years ago to kick-start a dying
area loosely known as the Near
South Side, few people took
notice. Even as the area began to
take shape under rising property
val ues and hi gh levels of gentrification. it took apprehen sive
city dwellers years before they
thought of the South Loop as an
adequate place to li ve.
Perhaps these people had a
right to be suspicious.
The South Loop was, and still
is, o ne of the most disconnected
neighborhoods in Chicago.
High-priced condos that litter
the nei ghborhood still clash with
· the needs of middle-class families and working-c lass singles
looking for moderate-priced
housing.
Every section of the South
Loop offers a new contradiction:
Highbrow nail salons and fancy
seafood restaurants si t blocks
from the Jewei-Osco and independent Powell 's Bookstore.
Affordable housing was abolished in o rder to make room for
a neighborhood that could cater
to the busine~smen and women
of the ridiculously close downtown Loop area.
The South Loop has turned
mto an exclusive cl ub for tho~e
who can afford t<J live here.
l'ortunately, if you' re a student
who made it into the University
Center of Chil:ago, the largest

dormitory on this side of the
country, you're exempt from the
$50,000 a year income that 's
seemingly necessary to afford a
place to live in the Loop.
The Chronicle appreciates the
work residents have attempted in
order to transform the neighborhood from the graveyard of old
publishing houses, leftover rail·
road tracks and defunct automobile manufacturers that made up
the Near South Side to a more
residential, urban atmosphere·.
But after nearly tJ:tree decades
of tweaking the area, neighborhood group leaders have lost
sight of what's important.
They forgot that the most vital
element to an up-and-coming
neighborhood is creating a sense
of community among residents
and projecting that community
feeling upon the rest of the city.
As it stands now, the South
Loop remains indefinable. The
area is a m~ss o f constructionusually the trademark of a flour·
ishing community, but ill the
case of the South Loop, a signar
of confusion.
Area residents have said time
and time again that they want a
neighborhood that is independent o f big-box retailers, commercia lis m and overcrowding. They
want a close-knit community o n
the o utskirts of one of the largest
cities in the country, they've
sa id.
The Hi storic Printers' Row

Tho C<Aumllio Chwniclo II a tlu<J111I•Pfoductd
lA catumblo Cottogo Chlca<IO ond don not
l""'"'"(ily ll•fiiO-. ln wholo Olln Pflrl, fit ViOWI ol

~lion

. , . . odmOIIioWlloll, liW!y 01 ttudonll
AMlo1tl, pllolot tncl gttplllet ttl tho ploptrty of
Tho C - . Ctltoolelt tncl mey not bt llpiO·
tJootd 01 publltlltd Without wrHton pttmluloo.

Neighbors really had something
when, a year ago, it proposed
constructing a community center
on the corner of State Street and
Congress Parkway. The group
had the right idea in mind when
it suggested this place where residents could exercise, swim, phiy
11asketball and hold community
meetings all under the same
roof.
The secret of creating community in the South Loop is making
things comfortable and convenient enough so that residents
won' t want to leave.
Right now, the South Loop
doesn' t have that.
There's· nothing wrong with
shooing away commercial retail ers such as IKEA, Wal-Mart and
Home Depot. But if neighborhood leaders -decide that these
stores don' t fit into the South
Loop plan, ·then they have to
think of supplemental retailers to
fill the needs of their residents.
People don't want to drive
halfway across the city just to
buy home accessories. They
want to stay close to home,
something that the South Loop
can't offer just yet. ·
The Chronicle urges South
Loop residents to promote community and diversity in the area.
The neighborhood is clearly still
in transition, and residents have
a chance to reshape the too·
white, too-wealthy, members·
o nly club it's turned into.
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Thanks aU around

port their sons and daughters we
thank you and hope to see you all
again next year.
Most importantly I have to say
congratulations and thank you to
my team. You guys proved to
everyone that art students can
play ball -and play
ball better than the
colleges."
seasdh and

Columbia College has a con·
ference championship baseball
team. As the manager and president of the Coyotes and a graduating senior, I would like to take
the time to thank
some people that
became a part of
this year's team.
First of all
would like to thank
our academic advi·
Vflo,Vi!'evet''lllld on a
• sor and leaden fot
team . It was a
the past two years,
Howa(d Schlossberg. Howard great ending to my years here at
has helped us out in many ways Columbia and I thank you for
in the past two years. He has got- your commitment and dedica·
ten the word out about the team tion. The Coyotes·consisfof not
by getting not only Columbia to only current students but also
do stories about us but also the alumni who corne bacic 1and repChicago Journal. He is our num· resent Columbia and have fun
doing it.
,J•
be~ one fan and shows up to as
As I list all of your names here
many games as he can and he
never forgets the 'Krispe Kremes I want you to know how impor·
that kept us going throughout the tant you all were to me and how
season. Howard the Coyotes and important it' was to bring a
I thank you for everything you Championship to Columbia,
have done for us ·it is greatly again thank you and congratulatio ns: Brian Kovar, Anthony
appreciated.
Second I must thank our won· Piccoli, Bill Yaros, Brad
derful
Columbi a
· media. Bruntyn, Tim Bezouska, Ryan
Stephanie Sarto from News Bishop, Shawn Phillips, Phil
Beat, Jason Moore and Casey Zuber, Mimi Hall, Justin Shell,
Glade from Metro Minutes and Laydon Butler, Mike Moran,
Chris Coates and Andrew Dan Greene, Matt Witt; Leo
Greiner from the Chronicle. Mozkal, Chris Schroeder, Scott
These students helped us to pro· Thomson, Nick Treadway and
mote the Coyotes by doing won- Nate Israileff. I hope to see you
derful stories and packages all next year.
about our team. I thank you all
-Your Devoted Coyote
for everything you have written
President
and
and put together and I hope that Baseball
these media outlets continue to Manager, Nicole Lellto '04
do stories about the team in the
Senior Seminar bas some
future and continue to make stu·
dents aware of the Coyotes.
strong points
Next I would like to thank our
fans. J amie Joyce is our most
As a former student of
loyal fan. She has been coming Columbia, class of 2002, I am
to Columbia's games since the glad to see that Senior Seminar
team was founded four years ago is going off of the prerequisite
to cheer on her fianc6 Brian list, but it's value shouldn't be
Kovar. Jaime also brings Cali, lost in the shuffle. I long griped
Brinn's dog, Columbia's mascot about being forced to take this
and namesake. Also to all of the class in order to graduate, espe·
parents that come out and sup·
See Lettera, Page 28
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Commentary

A boot stomping on a human f~ce forever
ward into a new era.
The divergent fraternities that have been
pushing their pedomorphic schema
IV.
need to face up to
the accusations that
The eyes are not here
they have been reacThere are t (O eyes here
tive, that they have
In this valley of dying stars
not put out any feasiIn this hollow valley
This broken jaw of our lost king- ble alternatives, and
that they don't have
doms
a theory or a political
- T.S. Eliot, The Hollow Men
drift, just dissent and
piggybacking of bigI'm talking, so shut up.
ger causes for their ·
This isn't the future we were
own selfish motives.
promised, and we are not chilThey would trade
dren of light marching hand in
one kind of privilege
hand into a brave new aeon that
for another, and it
we have built with love and
makes no difference
understanding. This is the same - to them how it comes
cold, brittle place we were last
about as long as they
time we checked, and we are no
find themselves at
better off.
the top of the food
The world is ·changing and
chain.
nobody told you.
Every movement,
Constructing futures, building
every grand tapestry
things from abstracts is what
of design is unravseparates humans from the rest
e led by one thread:
of the animal kingdom: theory
people. Each revoluof mind whose byproduct is lantion is underminded
guage, industry, trade and culand devoured from
ture. This is what drove us out
within because peoof the dark ages, bore us into the ple, no matter how transparently
age of enlightenment and fueled
dedicated they are to their great
the last thousand mad years of
cause, are petty and greedy and
soot, metal and steam-a datum
weak and frightened. They
that would increase once every
destroy everything they touch .
decade. Now it comes every six
I've been writing about this
hours.
for the past 30 weeks, shouting,
Four times a day the world
threatening and demanding, and
changes and you don't even
it hasn't made a lick of differknow it.
ence. Not that I'd expected it to; ,
The future is an essentially
no i"ndividual can turn the world
good thing, if we move into it
on its ass. But I still thrash, snarl
slpw,ly ~np gi,ve ourselves time
from pillar to post and bear my
to acclimate. But we don't.
teeth, not because I expect to
You all want change and you
win, but because losing comwant it now, and it doesn't matpletely means conceding myself
ter who gets burned. broken or
as a member of the bleating fold
buried. All you want is your
who can't take a shit without
insignificapt little causes, things
asking permission first.
that h11ve no place in the grand
In the end, sometimes the
scheme of things. You all know
fight is all you have, but deep
what I'm talking about: Your
down, you already know that.
pitiful, ugly little movements
Some of you are good gunthat you want to change the
slingers; you believe in change,
world, hundreds of useless crubuilding a finer world. But the
sades that trade one kind of
rest have become victims, have
dogma for another, as if a simple
let yourselves grow old before
change in political latitude will
your time without the know!suddenly plunge the world forAdam J. ferington
Commentary Editor
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edge it brings and whored your
doctrines for visceral compulsions. You have surrendered to a
play of false elan.
It's too late to work with the
system, too early for the bombs.
Polite political discourse only
yields GOndescending smiles and
empty' promises; violent action
ends with your blood sluicing
thro ugh the gutters.
I am an unabashed misanthrope, and I make no apologies
for it.
I can put the street underneath
my boots late at night when it
becomes too much, slow down
just long enough to let the world
hit me between the eyes like a
sniper 's bullet, the whole lot
savage and handsome at the
same time; and I remember
everything.
I remember people bloody and
shambling in the streets last
April, horses crashing through
their flanks like waves breaking
on the shore; I remember a man
picking up his own teeth with

broken fingers as the monstrO~JS
pulse of truncheons on Plexiglas
riot shieldl; ricochet around him;
I remember burning jet fuel and
concrete falling like rain onto
throngs of people; I remember a
nation that tore down its wall
with hammers and stood free for
the first time in a shower of
plaster.
I have buried friends, outlived
enemies and cheated my own
end more times than I can reckon. I remember all these things.
And when it gets still and quiet,
I imagine what the world is like
without any of you.
So don't forget: When I talked
about the hypocrites, the fiends,
the broken and weak, the covetous and stupid lost causes, I
was talking about all of you.
You've pitched away your
chance for something meaningless and plastic, because you
couldn't even help make this
world into something better.
And that's why I have something against you.
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"Get everything you can,
because once you're dead, it's
over."

-Edward Sullivan
Junior, Fiction Writing

" Make your own choices."

-Noreen Mason
Freshman, IUustration

"Listen to as much music and
eat as much candy as possible."

-Jeff Victnelles
Sophomore, Music Business

"Making the most of it."

-Hannah Simpson
Graduate Student
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Thirty-six things I learned at Columbia
Eric W. Alexy

Copy Editor
36. Roommates are people too.
Don't let that stop you from stealing their food, money, video
games, COs, clothes, significant
·
others or mail.
35. If the guns!K>ts after the Big
Mouth talent shdw, held in the
Hokin Annex, don't kill you, then
the food at the Hokin Gallery surely will . I'll take an anthrax muffin
with cream cheese.
34. Columbia's Poetry Major:
Somebody in a suit is laughing all
the way to the bank on this one.
33. Columbia President Warrick
L. Carter is a figment of your
imagination (a very expensive figment with a real nice crib nevertheless). Vice President of Student
Affairs Mark Kelly actually runs
the school and has a private linemuch like Batman or whichever
super hero that was-that connects
him directly to The Chronicle's
Campus News desk; hence the reason why he is quoted in four out of
every five Chronicle stories.
32. Columbia' s baseball team
just won some big tournament.
Apparently my little brother's teeball team finished a close second.
Who said art students couldn't
play ball?
31. You only get really, really
drunk and wake up in the woods
with one shoe and a pair of shorts

on once in your life. I'm glad I got
that out of the way in high school.
30. The music business major
might be a feasible concept if the
music business still existed. Keep
on buying those genre-bending 50
Cent records. G-Unit what?
29. Grant Park is a really, really
good place to jog, play football
and hang out with friends; it's an
even better place to get really, really drunk and meet interesting people that go by nicknames of old
baseball players (i.e.: Shoeless
Joe) and li ve by the railroad tracks.
28. The new Columbia mascot
is the guy who works the night
shift at the White Hen Pantry on
Harrison and Dearborn streets.
Apparently the film thing didn't
quite pan out.
27. There's a reason people in
the know call it The Jewel. Check
out those $2 frozen pizzas.
26. In real life, Radiohead
sucks. Stop eating acid and listen
to Depeche Mode. .
25. Millennium Park is really,
really beautifuCso my grandkids
tell me in the year 2050 (the same
year Columbia's 20 I 0 plan actually goes into effect and Carter's
mansion is actually sold).
24. "We love the subs," those
furry meat-looking dudes told The
Chronicle.
23. RAs in Columbia's
Residence Life buildings frown on
hockey games in the hallway at

LEITERS -TO THE EDITOR
utters~€Otuinuedftom page 26

I :30 a.m. (ball hockey no less);
however, drunken naked sleeping
bag races at 3:30a.m. are totally
acceptable.
22. Things are never, ever what
they appear to be. No matter how
drunk you are and how pretty they
rnay tell you your eyes are.
21. Rumor has it Columbia is
offering up U-PASSes to part-time
students now as well. It's called a
scam. Look into that.and make
your parents proud.
20. Members of the homeless
community will only cuss at you
when you make eye contact. Pass
that along to your children.
19. Two out of every 10 college
journalists will plagiarize at some
point in their careers; of those two,
both will lie about it and go o n to
make more money than you.
18. As destined as they may
seem, major Chicago sports teams
<Will never, ever win a championship without a guy named
Jordan on their side.
17·. Cigarettes" are· not worth
$6--,$5.40 maybe, but never $6.
16. Give credit where credit is due: Much like Leo Ebersole of
the RedEye's (I needn't go there)
column, this commentary is a blatant rip off of Matt Jaster's "Under
The Influence" column. However,
unlike Jaster, I won' t be referencing Britney Spears or posing for
prison photos in the paper.
15. Manifest: The 6nly,day of

the year where college students
outnumber the homeless in Grant
Park. Fittingly, both wish they
were somewhere else getting really, really hammered off cheap
booze that they probably stole
from Warehouse Liquors.
14. Journalism is not a profession; it's a lifestyle, a heart attack
and a bunch of flowery bullshit
that we refer to as nut grafs and
inverted pyramids. Oh, and thanks,
but I learned the five Ws in second
grade.
·
13. It's never OK to say okay,
OK? Consult your neighborhood
AP Stylebook for more details.
12. At Columbia, the only people who care less about your
grades than you are your teachers.
They've got real jobs to worry
about, you know.
11. Contrary to what your journalism teachers may tell you, a nut
graf is actually an STD.
Symptoms may include a bad case
of Red Streak or RedEye.
10. I wish I could've gone to
cominl!ttity college for two more
years. 09. Depending on what time of
day you ride it, and how much the
train operator has been drinking;
taking the Orange Line to Mid:-vay
Airport just past Columbia's .
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S .
Wabash Ave., can be much like a ·
$1.75 version of the Six Flags
Batman roller coaster. Only differ-

ence: You will probably die. Better
get an aisle seat.
!)8. No matter what your parents
or the alcohol may tell you, you
will never, ever be as good as
Tears For Fears.
07. The Chicago music scene:
Billy Corgan and a bunch of
washed-up hardcore kids playing
pop-punk. (Still waiting on that
Stabbing Westward reuttion.)
06. Soulseek is twice as good, if
not three times better, than Napster
and KaZaA.
05. I've realized that, upon graduation, my dream job is to head up
the security desk at the Wabash
Campus Building. Wait, was that a
gunshot?
04. Pat Sajak aside, Andy Dick
is the most famous person to
attend Columbia. Like much o f
Columbia's student body, Dick
was probably real wasted when he
applied for entry to Columbia.
God bless open admissions and the
new rap major slated for introduction in 2006.
03. Copy editors are people too,
just not on Thursdl!y, Friday or
othc;~ da:r,s of the week that end in
'f. (Note ~~irots: Step away
fro!Wthe Kn"s~n.)
02. OA~,spelled backwards

.ac.tuany s~l~ ?ie ~ntemet

w1ll run the ~orld 1 .. years.
01. AP style could prevent wars
if used properly. Leaolyour affects
and effects, Mr. Bush.

The real 'Columbia 2010' plan

~ Matthe-Afaster :· . · .·;._/· .•• )s g~~pg ba~k ipto th~rpv!<rbial
Barnes and Noble. ~umbia stuArts & Entertainment Editor
"sWin i:\ ol th1n/s:' It 'tletP'tld have · deiils are a diff~-;..t'bfeed. ·
Matthew Jaster. The beginning of
cially since I was 27 at the time.
people around you that expect
They've got different views and
But although the class, like the article is fine with the history
nothing but the best. These ar~ the different agendas, and-they're not
most of today's thinking, was of Emergenza and comments by
Calf it procrastination or persekind of people you need to build
afraid to take chances. And consometimes unfocused, the class Kevin Jaziors ki . The article fell
verance, the reality is that life
relationships around. Whether it's
trary to popular belief; there are
still taught some important les- apart at the end where Jaster
throws curveballs and makes it
your parents, your friends or your
instructors here willing to give
sons. It taught about emotio nal begins describing the night of the
difficult to remain focused on the
significant other, a little extra
them a good shove in the right
maturity in the workplace, some- show. You see I was in attentask at hand. If you can relate to
motivation can go a long way.
direction. Passion is more importhing too many people lack in dance supporting a fellow
majoring in a variety of programs
Some may have attempted
tant than prestige.
today's working world. The class Columbia student's band, and no
and taking some time off from
going to school at a four-year uniSo why all the. hassle for a
also asked that you volunteer it was neither Zen feat nor
college to figure out what the hell
versity, a world where you're not , .:PjFe of paper that basically says,
some of your time
Chestafried
that
you want to do with your life, this
so much a student in the class~~fjust spent $50,000"? Why not?
to something or
Jaster mentions in
column is dedicated to you.
room as a seat number. There you
It's an accomplishment no one can
someo ne
needy.
his article. I was
There are students enrolled here
were, curled up in seat No.l39 as
ever take away from you and an
What a drag that
there
supporting
who were in college when Pulp
your college professor droned on
experience you'll never forget. It's
concept is, huh? It
Stellar R oad , the ' Fiction was in movie theaters and
about his recent book deal.
a s.te'p in the right direction. At the
was a good chalband who actually
Ace of Base was all over the
Perhaps the lack qf class particjer~fqf the day,-it simply makes
lenge, and I can' t
won that night. I
radio.
pation and teamwork made you ·
Mom and Dad happy.
beiieve
they
tell you the memoDepending on the individual,
feel less like a student and more
My advice is to try and get it
ries I am left with
deserved more than
life seems to take erratic twists
done before you start cashing
of time spent at the Humane just a sentence in this article. By
and turns to ruin the original game like a social security number.
It never felt that way at
social security checks. Find your
Society on LaSalle.
winning that night they were
plan of getting out in four years.
Columbia. This school offers
niche and just go with. it. Don't
Finally, the class prepared the · ranked No. I o ut of all U.S.
Sometimes it takes five, somemore creativity and diversity than
get bogged down with the details.
students, mos tly young artists bands competing in thi s battle
times 10, sometimes 20 years to
This school is a creative commost college campuses in tbe
who tend to be a rebellio us batch, and No. 3 worldwide! I just feel
get your foot out of your own ass
country.
fort zone. It's a place where it's
fo r interviewing and j ob search- if Jaster would have gone and
and get serious. Some may have
At other universities, students
easy to be an individual. While
ing the "real wo rld ," where peo - congratulated this band he would
had financial problems while othlive inside a box. They might have the elevators suck and OASIS
ple get up at six in the mo rning have learned that the guitari st is a
ers were passed out o n a beach in
a better reputation than Columbia, feels like The Matrix, there's nothand wear matching socks.
Columbia stude nt and is someone
the Bahamas. Everybody has a
but by graduation, they'll join the
ing bad to say about the people
When I finally fini shed up with who believes in the future of
different story.
who attend this college. They all
millions who flock to s uburbia to
Senior Seminar, I realized a lo t o f music des pite the shaky state the
Whatever the reason for the
build a two-story home in
bring different talents to the table.
pe r~o nal
unders tanding came industry is in. Aside from that,
academic' detour, the hardest part
It was fun just to share a seat.
between an Olive Garden and a
fro m that c lass and it c hallenged Jaster made the worst analogy
me to sto p thinkin g about m yself possible when stating that Stellar
and think about e ver yone else. So Road sounded like a mix between
maybe it ·~houldn't be fo rced o n Lifehouse and Creed. Does this
the stude nt, but neither s ho uld guy li sten to mus ic at all o r did he
gym c lass.
just pick two mainstream bands
that occasionally use an acoustic
-John Kula
g uitar? Stellar Road can be
Alumnus
described as (in my opinio n) a
mix between Dave Matthews and
Music review hits sour John Mayer, they are fun and
soulful. I just think if you are
note
going to have someone reporting
I was reading this week 's on music, make su re they at least
Chronicle and came across an know somet hing about it.
artic le that I found utter Iy disap·
-Christy Fresos
po inting. I am referring to the
Senior, Arts, Entcrtolnmcnt
" Emcrgcnza Mus ic Feh' Rocks
J>o uble Door" artu.:le wrllten by ond Mcdill Management
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UNIQUE SPECIALTIES INCLUDE

FRUSH I
FRENCH TO.AST KABOB
PANCAKE FLIGHT
ARTISTIC OMELETS
AND MANY OTHER DELICIOUS
SELECTIONS TO ROCK YOUR WORLD

norTMSIDB:
3231 N. CLARK ST.
773.549.4400 • 8 AM-3PM
NEAR INTERSECTION OF CLARK AND BELMONT.
FROM LAKESHORE DRIVE, EXIT AT BELMONT,
GO' SIX BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK STREET.

BY TRAIN, EXIT AT RED LINE BELMONT STOP,
GO EAST ONE BLOCK TO CLARK STREET.

· DOWnTOWn:
75 W. HARRISON
312.447.1000 • 7 AM-3PM
NEAR INTERSECTION OF HARRI SON AND CLARK.

FROM MICHIGAN AVENUL RIGHT ON
HARRISON, GO FOUR BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK.
BY TRAIN, EXIT AT RED LINE HARRISON STOP.
GO WEST TWO BLOCKS TO CLARK STREET.
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Congratulations to our
Graduating Seniors
S. Audra Ber.. T aryn Michelle.
Harty, R~becca Obecny, and
Carmen Sanders
·
And our Senior Practicum II class
Lisa K. Butler, Dorsie Chatman,
and Elaine Weathers.

Come enjoy our .
mouthwatering specials
61 6 S. DEARBORN
CHICAGO~

IL 60605

Good luck!
From

t~e

faculty, staff and students of the

ASL-English

lnterp r~tation

Department!

..
.,
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AUTISM ONE

.
- 2004 CONFERENCE. • MAY 27-30
THE WESTIN HOTEl
. 909 N. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO ll
1

A Conference for Parents and Practitioners for the

Care

1

Treatment, and Recovery of Children with Autism.

The Most Comprehensive Conference on Autism Ever Assembled!

Contrary to popular belief many children with autism do recover, or improve
tremendously, given the proper treatments. Our enemies are time and
ignorance. Become your child's most effective caregiver, advocate, and healer.
Don't miss this bre~kthrough conference. For more information
www.AutismOne.org or Call Edmund Arranga at 714.680.0792

Congratulatiorib
Graduateb I

Look for

u.6

thiA bummer...
Mon-Fri
8:30am -1pm
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ARTWALK & SALE!
11 :OOAM-1 :OOPM & 5:00-7 :OOPM
MANIFEST TROLLEY STOPS
Join us for a selfD
a
guided tour of more
than 12 galleries and
studio exhibitions.

E) HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo

lith &Wabash:
garden stage,
1104 S. Wabash,
Theater Building,
Art + Design Gallery,

Michigan & Harrison:
600 S. M ichiga~ . .
624 S. Michigan
and music stages
in Grant Park

rJ 623 S. Wabash
D

33 E. Congress

With free, all-day,
continuous
trolley
.
· serv1ce.

· CYRO. BAPTISTA'S
BEAT .THE DONKEY
.
. .
r

. •7:3~9:00 PM

.
.
Atorrid, unstoppable ensemble
of
percussionists,
samba
.
. .
~

'

~

dancers, Capoeira performers, singers, and exotically ·
.
'
costumed players. "Beat the Donkey" come·s
t

from the Brazilian expression "Pau Na Mula!"
meaning, "Let's go, let's do it!"

. HEIRUSPECS

6:30-7:00 PM
· In ancient Rome, a Heiruspec was<! high priest who
foretold the future. Today, Heiruspecs are a live hip-hop
band that is the future.

·coPELAND
'

.

.

5:.00-6:00 PM

Copeland composes a brand of indie pop suited for
the tragic at heart and the p,oetic of mind.

May 24, 2004
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Design Senior Show

Jill Huntsberger (1st year MA, Inter-Arts) will do a durational
quilting performance using window screen, chicken wire, steel
wool, aluminum foil and other metals.

PERFORMANCE ARTISTS RUN
AMOK IN SOUTH LOOP

A &DGallery- 72 E. 11th Street:

Columbia College Chicago's Manifest Urban Arts
Festival Features Site:Specific Work by "Tic Toe"
WHO:

Tic Toe is an ongoing performance art and
installation project created by [C]Spaces,
the student centers and galleries of
Columbia College Chicago. Focused on
presenting international, national, local
artists working inthe live arts, Tic Toe
also provides ongoing performance and
workshop opportunities to Columbia
College Chicago students interested in
exploring these disciplines.

WHAT:

Tic Toe - Performance Art by Columbia
College Chicago Students
WHEN:
Thursday, May 27, 2004, 11 AM - 7 PM
WHERE:
In and Around at Columbia College
Chicago
HOW MUCH: Free and open to the public
MORE INFO: 312-344-7696

"Untitled." 11 AM - 1 PM and 5 - 7 PM
Kristina Felix (Senior, Fine Art) will secure her installed artwork
in the gallery.

Tic Toe Chicago
Performance Art
Festival
600 Michigan Avenue, East side: Harrison St. Bridge,in Grant
Parlt:
"Untitled." ll AM - 1 PM
Joel Canik (Senior, Fine Art) commemorates his arrest that took
place on this site. ·
700 Block of South Michigan Avenue - East·side of the slreet:
"The Tug of War." 11:30 AM- 12:30 PM and 5:00-7:00 PM
Jeremiah Barber and James Beckman (Sophomores, Fine Art)
will have a block long durationaltug of war.

THE SCHEDULE
Trolley Stop 1
600 Block of South Michigan Avenue -West side of the street
"Social Swing Society." llAM- 1 PM and 5-7 PM
This group will perform sociai dances and will be taking it to
thestreels: dancing with each other and any willing passersby. Sarah Sinuk (Sophomore, Graphic Design) heads up the
·group.

"900 Charcoal Silhouettes." Performances: ll AM - 7 PM
Ani Vestergard Holm (Senior, Photography) & Nyok-Mei Wong
(Senior,Oance) will do a performance piece to represent the
number of American soldiers that have died in the Iraqi war.

Trolley Stop 2
1104 South Wabash Lobby:

"Untitled." 11 AM - 7 PM
Sarah Meyer (Senior, Fine Art) will interact with a free standing
wall that is within t~e gallery.
"The Trust Fund." Performances: 5:30- 7 PM
Matt Del Santo (Senior, Fine Art) and Greg Stimac Uunior,
Photography) will provide information on the dangers of giving
away your social security number and then offer to purchase
that number.

Trolley stop 4
623 S. Wabash- Lobby:
"An Ontological Survey of the Seven Deadly Sins."
5 PM-7 PM
Jeanne Walker Ehrich (2nd year, MA Inter-Arts) and company
will perform her puppet show that elaborates on the seven
deadly sins.
"Twink." Performances: 5 PM- 7 PM
Lauren Targ (2nd year, MFA, Inter-Art Media) and company
will perform an interactive mternet talk show with Twmk, the
renowned political and social commentator.
Random and unexpected sites around campus:

"Balloon Installation." View this installation by Ben Driggs
(Senior, Art & Design) at any time during the day.
"Intimate part one" and "Intimate part two.· 11 AM - 1 PM and
5PM-7PM
Aimee Lee (lsi year Graduate student, MFA Inter-Arts, Book &
Paper) engages the audience in a "quasi-analytical study of
how people interact with each other." There will be a separate
performance element involving a bikini wearing violin player.

"Elemental Performance Ensemble: I tAM-! PM and 5-7 PM
will perform a collage of movement, poetry, song and vignettes. Artists
include: Mai Thompson, Marl< James Heath, Jason Grey, Elizabeth
Kogniones and others.
"Wash Clean: 11 AM - 7PM
David Greene (1st year MFA, Inter-Arts) will conduct a pilg11mage in an
OYefSired wMe t-shirt and continual~ return to his washbasin located
at the Sculpture Garden. look for h1m Kelting dirty at various sijes on
campus.

Sculpture Garden at the Corner of 11th St. and Wabash Ave.

Guerilla poetry
Alvin lau (Sophomore, Poetry) a seasoned perform poet will be roam inK
and rhyminK throoihout the festrval.

"Mettle." Performances: ll AM - 7 PM

Look for other random acts of performance!!
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0 Columbia sophomore acting major-turned fembot to star in alumni-created musical
finds herself on this incredible journey. She's a very
sensual person."
"Love Pollution" is a
It was a show about anar- modem musical fable
chy, a "tekno-popera" that that brings together elefeatured a voluptuous fembot ments from techno, rap,
created to help make the per- hip-hop and opera.
fect race. Written by former
Everything is animated
Columbia students Allen and
humorous , but
Conkle and Courtney Evans, there's a strong sense of
"Love Pollution" was set to truth at the hean of the
make its debut in 1999. But a production.
broken ankle kept the show
"Allen Conkle knows how
from getting off the ground.
to bring talent out of people,"
Six years and I 0 cast mem- Cornett said. "My ' goal was to
bers later, " Love Pollution" is
just be creative and play ful.
just months away from Allen 's writing is very different
appearing at the 8th Annual than anything I' ve read in the
New York City International
past."
F ringe Festival, and cast
Cornett grew up in Kansas
member and Columbia soph- City, Mo., before moving to Fon
omore acting maj or Andrea
Wayne, Ind. She considers herself
Cornett cou ldn't be more
a "big city girl" and jumped at the
excited.
chance to come to Chicago to
"I j umped up and down and
study acting.
screamed," Cornett said upon
"I was originally a musical thehearing the news that the cast
ater rttajor. It was all very techniand crew would be taking a
cal at first," Cornett said. "I
road trip to New York in decided to be an acting major
August. "My dream since I instead."
was .15 was to live and perAs luck would have it, she ·s
form in New York. This is a
now preparing to head to New
big step for me."
York City as one of the stars in a
At the audition for "Love
musical.
Pollution," Cornett wanted to
"Many people in the industry
just be herself and have some come to the Fringe Festival in
fun along the way. She sang a New York," Cornett said. "They
few different versions of
only select 200 shows, and we
Sarah McLachlan 's "Angel"
were lucky e)lough to be one of
and was immediately cast as
them."
Hallelujia, the previously
She's not worried at all about
mentioned fembot featured in
performing in the Big Apple.
the
production.
Courtesy Doug Marx Production•
" I'm very confident," Cornett
"The character is perfect,"
Sophomor!l Andrea Cornett as the rosey-cheeked fembot named
said. "It scares me I'm so confiCorne
tt
said.
"She's
very
• Hallelujia. Cornett will make her debut at the 8tl) Annual New York City
dent. I really enjoy everybody in
innocent and has no ego but
; International Fringe Festival from Aug. 13 to Aug. 29.

By Matthew Jaster
A&E Editor

crew.

cast has a great chemistry."
Although she's not sure what
the future holds, Cornett said she
is just taking things day by day
and trying to enjoy her work.
" I' m so· busy right now,"
Cornett said. " I don't ki\ow how I
do it, but it will be nice to have a
break this summer. My health is
very imponant to me."
Still, she has that gleam in her
eye when she thinks of all the
poss ibilities that await her and
the rest of the cast in New York
City. She's just proud to be a part
of it all.
" I have no idea what to expect
from New York," Cornett said.
"To accomplish what we' ve
already accomplished is incredible. Anyth ing else is just sugar on
top."

"Love Pollution " runs at the
Loop Theatre, 8 E. Randolph Sr ..
fro m May 29 - June 26. Show
times are Thursdays at 7:30p.m ..
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 5 p.m. Tickers
cost $15. For more information.
check 1vww.nomenil.com.

:'School's out for summer' ••• now what?
0 With more than 40 different citywide summer festival_s to choose from, which will you attend?

By Jamie Murnane
Taste of C hicago. Speaking of food, the to the ever-festive parade route on June 27. neighborhood festivals around. There'll be
A&E Editor
infamous I 0-day festival of food will kick The parade corru:nences at Belmont Avenue plenty of food, fun and festivities for all.
Plus, with two main stages, a country and a
Finally, the school year is ending. off on June 25 in Chicago's Grant Park. and Halsted Street at noon.
Summer is the rime to unwind, unless you're More than 70 area restaurants will be on site
C hicago Outdoor Film Festival. From blues stage, there's bound to be live music
one of those junior/seniors taking a full at the event, in which visitors can swap tick- July 13 to Aug. 24, catch film classics on the for everyone. Expected performers include
courseload this summer to get out of school ets for tastes. Live musical acts will include big screen in Grant Park evety Tuesday The Afrodisiacs, Underwater People and
after six years. But if free time is on your the blast from the past Teena Marie, Melissa night. Just you, your date and a million mos- Hello Dave, to name a few. The cost for this
side, Chicago has plenty of summer activi- Etheridge, Counting Crows, They Might Be qui toes watching films like Hitchcock's 1'l1e taste is $7 before 5 p.m. and S I0 after 5 p.m.
North H alsted J\1ar kct Days. Aug. 7 and
ties lined up to keep you entertained. Here 's Giants and even Pat Benatar. This crowded Birds, Guys and Dolls and Invasion of the
some of the things that'll be keeping us
food fest is a battlefield, so bring your Body Snatchers. As always, these films are 8 will mark the 23rd annual Lakeview event
busy until deadlines stan coming up , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ; __ _ _ __;__ _ _ _ _ _ _....:.__ _~~...--~~ that is the two-day street festival in the
next year:
reg ion. (More than 250,000 people arc
known to attend each year.) Not only will
there
be plenty to eat and drink, but two
T he 21st Annual C hicago Blues
stages will bring together such mus1cal
Festival. Chicago is known as the home
acts as Ch icago's own Anna Ferrrun's
of the blues, and from June I 0 to June
Trigger Gospel, Shelby Lynne, Ember
13, you can see why. Grant Park will be
Swift and Melissa Ferrick. The fest
flooded with thousands of blues affibeg ins each day at II a.m. and ends at I 0
cionados and hundreds of blues musip.m. Other anists and prices have yet to
cians for the largest free blues fest in the
•
be determined .
world. Highlights include the legendary
Bucktown Arts Fest. For its 19th year,
Sam Lay, Otis Clay, the Rabble Rousers
this Aug. 28 and 29 fest is truly about celBand and Lonnie Brooks, to name a
/'1.\.~~-"llll• ebrating the an 1st within and supponmg
few. Six stages and four days and nights
local and, yes, some even strugghng
equal a whole Iotta music. For more
artists. A gathering place for an lovers
information, call (312) 744-3370.
~bt::::k~~~
and
creators alike, the Bucktown Ans
T he 30th A nnu al Wells Street Art
Fest stands out from other ans fests by
Festival. On Saturday, June I 2 and
also featuring spoken word performances,
Sunday, June 13, a $5 donation will gain
dance, theater and music. For more
art enthusiasts entrance to one of the
_-.1._ __ _...:::...__ _.....::!...,_,...,~~'4.~~~ information, visit www.bucktownartslargest art festivals in the city, stretching
fest.com.
from North Avenue to Division Street
(on Wells Street). The festival will include patience. For more information, call (312) free and begin shonly after sunset. Be sure
744-3370.
While
these eight festivals are enough to
to
bring.
a
blanket
or
lawn
chairs
and
show
more than 260 artists' diverse works from
Pride Fest/35th Annual C hicago P rid e up early enough to claim a half-decent spot keep busy this summer, don't forget to check
Chicago and beyond. Different from most
out the nearly 30 Chicago festivals that
art festivals, the Wells Street fest includes Parad e. The North Halsted Merchants on the green.
T he 21st Annu al Taste of Lincoln weren't mentioned. Each festival is umque
live music both days by bands such as Hello Association will host its second annual preDave and Entrinzic. Like nearly all art festi- pride parade bash, complete with live music, Aven ue. For two days in July, the 24th and and worth a look. And, if you' re feehng
vals, there will be a silent auction and, of spinning DJs, food and, of course, drinks on 25th, Lincoln Avenue between Fullenon and adventurous, sick of good music and enter<:ou=, food This is Chicago, after all. For June 26. The free event will take place on Wrightwood avenues will be turned into a tainment, or would just like to get out of the
Halsted Street and Waveland Avenue. And if raging party-as if it weren't wild enough in city, there 's always the DeKalb Com Fest m
more information, call (773) 868-3010.
one doesn't feel proud enough, head on over the summer- making it one of the biggest August. (We didn't think so.)
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just under what the nameless
website wanted. By doing so,
they would sell almost instantly.
Scandalous? Maybe. But it
could have been worse. Nothing
about these books is illegaL And
I spent four glorious months
sleeping until almost noon, and
when I finally woke up, my
days were complete with writing often and, as I was constantly surrounded by books, reading
incessantly- usuaUy on the sunII 's not uncommon for college deck of my bu1lding to maintain
students to devote nearly ha lf
my golden tan .
their waking hours to school, in
During the summer, I made
one way or another. I am no
approxunate ly $ 1,200 from
except1on. W1th a fu ll-time class deal mg. That was in less than
schedule , a job wnt ing about
four months- that 's not even
dishes or somcthmg and an
countmg what I' ve made smce
attempt to have a hfc, it's hard
(an average of $60 a week).
to make money. Many people in 1 ow, I understand why people
my situation have turned to jobs tum to this life- the fast cash.
raugmg from waiting tables to
Sure, my family helped out with
less, shall I say, legal ventures.
bills- but summer could not
/\gain, I am no exception. I
have been summer for me witham a dea ler.
out my tax-free company.
ow u·s not entirely my faull
Now that summer is again
that I've turned to this way of
just around the corner, and my
life there's JUSt so much presbusiness has been steadily lucrasure. Pressure to get good
tive all year, I feel the time has
grades and go to good shows
come to share my experiencesand sometimes to even write
anything to help out a fellow
about them. There's not enough
struggling, unemployed student.
time in a day for a second job-Like I said before, dealing is
the one I have now already fee ls a dangerous business- it's not
hke four. So, I' ve turned to
something for the weak of heart
dealing. But, don't come aski ng
or the short of stamps. Buyers
me to score you anything unless often get upset when their packyou're talking about hardcovers
ages arrive later than expected,
or paperbacks. I deal booksand the postal employees are
online, no Jess. I'm the creep 'On
always inquiring as to "what's
the corner, albeit of the Web,
in all those packages?" For
selling your kids books (some
obvious reasons, it's best to
of them even banned).
leave as many people as possiMy dealing started last sumble in the dark about the "busimer when a stack of useless
ness."
textbooks taunted me from my
The life 'of a dealer is not one
bookshelves. They knew they
that I would recommend for
wasted my money, and I hardly
anyone. With all the late-night
ever used them- but I was
runs to Walgreens for padded
stuck with them. Or was I?
envelopes and the trips to the
While the school bookstore
post office early in the morning,
offered me little more than bus
it's not easy to keep one's cooL
fare for the doors toppers, I
Sometimes CD cases get
turned to a junglelike website of cracked in the mail or book cora bookstore, which will remain
ners get bent- leading buyers to
anonymous, and listed my
leave nasty feedback, lowering
books for sale. Within three
your dealer rating by half 11 star.
days, I had made $1 75-almost
And no one wants to buy from a
what I had originally paid. It
dealer with less than four
was at that point that I knew
stars- ! know I wouldn't.
there was no turning back to an
It's hard work, this book dealordinary job. As dangerous as it
ing business. You have to know
may be, I decided to stick with
when to buy and how to selldealing.
and, perhaps most importantly,
That summer, I was out of
you must, I repeat must, ship
work- by choice-but I knew
within the two days required.
that playing Tony Hawk on
Set your prices firmly, but not
Playstat ion 2 and going to contoo steep-lower them little by
certs every other night would
little if, after a week, your prodnot make me any money whatuct isn't moving. Be patient and
soever. So I got further and furremember- any form of media
ther into my newfound profeswith a barcode is game. Oh,
sion. I was selling every book or games- that's what I haven't
CD I could get my greedy little
sold yet. I knew I forgot somehands on- making a killing. I
thing. So long Tony!
even enli sted in a feW' (also to
Hey, if this writing thing
remain nameless) book clubs in
doesn't pan out, I can always
which I bought new and bestopen up a bookstore.
selling books at ridiculously low
Now, off to my empty apartprices (as in, five for a buck, or
ment.
something) and listed them for

save the
trees, read
it online!

...•••
Local rock band Saraphine, which appears on Columbia's AEMMP Records' Safe & Sound compilation
CD, will perform on the Second Stage of Columbia's Manifest urbanarts festival on May 27 at 6 p.m.
Scot1 Sweeney, the band's singer, spoke to The Chromcle about the g1g and therr mdependent album,
Random Life , slated for release on June 27.
The C hronicle: How'd you guys get involved
with playing at Columbia's Mamfest?
Scott Sweeney: I actually don't have any idea. Our
guitar player Phil used to go to Columbia- he graduated from there a little over a year ago with a degree
in television production . So he still has a lot of connections and friends at the schooL I'm sure somewhere along the lines that 's how that happened. I'm
not sure of the defmites though because he and I are
about half and half on who handles what.
C : How is Saraphine involved with Columbia 's
AEMMP record label?
SS: ... We appear on their compilation CO-the
benefit CD they did. .. . Our band's been together a
little over three years now, and the first year and a
half or two years, Phil was at Columbia trying to get
us on that compilation. Obviously now he's graduated, so, of course, now we get on, which is pretty
funny. It's a pretty cool CD. I don't actually have a
copy myself, but I've listened to the MP3s on their
website. I'm pretty happy with being on that CD.

C : So in three years, it seems like you guys have accomplished a lot.
SS: You know, it's fuimy. Sometimes I feel like we're k:inda stagnant. When people say, :'Oh you've done
so much in three years," I'm like, "Man, we could have done so much more." But I' m. pretty grateful for
where our position is right now within Chicago music. We've also been doinl! a lot o~ dates outside of .
Chicago, playing a lot of markets. So we 're really happy. We have a CD commg out tn a month, which IS
going to be our first actual album releas~ that we' ve had.
C: So that's an independent release?
SS: Yeah we' re releasing it on our own label, actually. Well, you can technically call it a labe~ but that 's
just Jingo f~r bands that aren't signed; they,release it themselves and say it's on a label. Realistically, we 're
funding it ourselves. It's taken us about .a year and a half to record it, sq it's been a l?re!ly long pros,ess.
We've had a Jot of member changes in lhe last two years. Origina!I'y we had a violin pfayer- she went off
to college. Then we had a guitar player and he went away to the Navy. So, each time we had to kind of stop
and start over again.
C: What other musicians have you played with that you really, liked?
SS: The coolest experience that was like "Oh we played with this band ... " was when we opened up .for
Michelle Branch down at the Canopy Club at University of lllinois. That was before she was ''M1chelle
Branch"-at the end of 200 I. But as far as inspirationwise, a couple months ago we got to play w1th Butch
Walker and he used to be the lead singer of Marvelous 3, which was a band that we completely love. So, 11
was a dream come true to be able to play with him.
·
C : Are you guys playing a lot of summer festivals in the city?
SS: We're playing our fair share. We haven't gotten into any of the big ones, but that's. more for ~litical
reasons than anything else. It's just hard to get into the summer fests and the T~te. of Ch1cal!o and thmgs
like that. But, we're playing a whole bunch of them: Ribfest ~Naperville, .w hich ts pretty.btg. Th1s ~ear
the headlining bands are Sugar Ray and Lynyrd Skynyrd, so tt san mtereshng rruxof mus1c. And we .re
playing Heritage Fest at Downer's Grove, which is actually where our CD release . ~ g?tng to be. That s
kind of our hometown because Phil grew up there and I'm from Bolmgbrook. So tt s like the one b1g community show that everyone comes out to.

tJ

INI~I..tJI~N(~I~
BY JIATfBEW JASTER

• The Subway Fulik: There's a sweaty, greasy,
bar-bathroom stank on the Red Line this time of year
that's hard to ignore.

.

\
• Happiness equals the ''The Kids in the Hall"
• 1\vista: The rapper left a little preseqt- in DVD.
Indianapolis' when someone on his tour bus dumped ·
the sewage tank on the street. Witnesses say the city
~~~te Bec~nsale:
She recently
now smells like the, rest of Indiana.. • '
Underworld dim:tor Len Wiseman, and
t
,
,~
~
I
doing nothing b'u\ holrible vampire films for the
• God bless the 'r ctum'ofthePlxies. '
15 years.
·

.

!t

• "CSI: Now York": Becauae two vmions,ofthis
show obvioualy weren't enough. CBS'a flllllineup
for next year also includes "CSI: O!U)', Ind." and
"CSI: Flin~ Mich."
•
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l!fllon:

He'•

leaving "Saturday Night
'

to Ita~ Adam Sandler again.

• Happiness equals a quick and

exam.

painless

• Napoleon Dynamill: This cOUld J)OSSibl.Y be.

palest film tbls summer. I'm serloua. Ii's very

t\lnny. Thll all )'OUT 'friends,
• The Bnd:

This

column

will officially self-

• Graduation: While the diploma Ia a nice partlna deswct 1r1 flvo seconds. rn the tmmortal words
alft. it'a notlilii.R like lhoaf aiUdent 1ban ~llla you·n tho tate1 areat Douala A~, "So lona, and
aet every Jnotlt6 lt>t 'the next 30 yuls.
t'tlr aili.Do lllhl ''
l
•
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Making the 'write' pitch
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0 Sttident screenwriters take home cash from Written Image Awards
By Jamie Murnane
A&E Editor

In search of the next screenwriter Charlie
Kaufman, Columbia's Film and Video
Department and Screenwriting Center presented the fourth annual Written Image
Awards on May 20. The purpose of the
awards, according to Gary Schultz, the
awards coordinator, is to give exposure to
great studenf and alumni screenwriters without having to "go through all the red tape."
Thirty judges, most of them industry professionals, read the 60 to 75 scripts that were
entered in the contest, Schultz said.
"We basically run this thing like the NBA
playoffs," he said.
Joe Steiff, director of the Screenwriting
Program, said the thought behind the awaras
was (o "encourag~ better and better screenwriting by giving people opportunities."
For the alumni, Steiff said, the award is
aimed'at helping them get a foot in the door.
Beyond the cash prizes for alumni , their
scripts were perused between four and fi ve
times by industry professionals who may not
otherwise see their work.
"Even if they don't win, that in itself is
great-that they made it that far," Schultz
said.
Steiff announced at the beginning of the
ceremony that the scripts entered in this
year's contest were of the "highest quality"
he has seen.
•
Before the $12;000 to $13,000 in prize
money was awarded to the winners, all finalists (except for four who could not make it
because they were in Los Angeles) took the
stage to give three-minute pitches for their
·script, as if they were trymg to get a production company to buy it. For some, like junior
Joseph Balczo, it was their first time pitching.
"It was nerve-wracking,': Balczo
said. "It freaked me out a little."
After all the pitches were made, the audi-

c

ence of approximately 60 people was asked
· to vote for who it thought conveyed a story
best in the short time. While the audience
award votes were tallied, the primary awardwinners announced.
Balczo, although "freaked out" from pitching, won first place and $1 ,000 for the
Student Short Script Category with his script
"Undertow,'' which was written in Colin
Somers' Screenwriting ·J class. Balczo said it
was Somers who helped him clean up .his
script for entry into the contest.
.
First place for the Student Feature Script
Category went to Aaron Vanek, who was in
Los Angeles, for ''The Color Out o f Space."
Firs t place, and the biggest award of the
evening-a whopping $7,000-went to
Michael Elsey for the Alumni Feature Script
Category for "And Now For My Next Trick."
For Elsey, a 1992 Co lumbia graduate who
recently moved back to Chicago after a threeyear stint in Los Angeles, this was his second
Written Image Award- his first was two
years ago. In addition to winning the Written
Image Award, Elsey's "And Now For My
Next Trick" was also included among the top
10 finalisJs for the Las Vegas Film
Commission, he said.
After the primary awards and trophies
were given, the onsite Audience Award was
announced. Jeff Smith won $500 for the
pitch of his script "The. Wicked Librarian."
Smith is a grad student currently working on
his thesis film, The Miracle, which he's writing and directing. "I hact to add on 'the'
because that movie Miracle came out right
after I started working on my project,'' he
said.
Smith said he "had a lot of fun" with the
Written Image Awards and definitely plans to
enter the alumni category after he graduates
to "go for the big money."
The next entry deadline for this yearly
award is Jan. 31, 2005. For more information, visit Colwnbia's Film Depamnent website Dt www.filmatcolJJmbia.com.
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PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

BUCK BEER
FREE POOL
Help Infertile Couples Conceive
~

Charles E. 'Miller, MD & Associates , SC, se eks
healthy women , ages 21-33, l iving in the
Chicagoland area to be anonymous egg donors .
$5000 compensation for your time, effort, and
commitment.

If interested, call 630-428-2229 and ask for the
donor coordinator.

Charles E. Miller, MD & Associates
SPECIALISTS IN REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
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0 International Contemporary Ensemble mentors Columbia students.
!;":\ ,

.

' .•if· ~ .

concerts, taken a residency at New York
University and created an annUal music festi- ·
val.
'
. ,
Althou~h the ensemble cast has changed
and concert venues have varied. greatly, the

"The · hM'?N
of tbe · International
Contemporary Ensemble is as diverse as the
musi~ its members perform.
and advance
And . its ifistory iJl Chicago begins with
Claire Cha$e, ICE's ejtecutive director.
me music of ollr time," accorlling to ~CE's
W~n Chase moved lo Chicago ,shoitly official mission statement. ' "';bioughinnova·
4 2 4
a b a s h , 3 12 .5 54 . 12 15
after g
froq~ th* music program at t,ive pspgrammlng, co~issions, multimedia .
1.n 1n Q~
Oberlin
inOber\in, 0.hio, she <!jdn' t colla)>orations, and a comriti.trnentto performUA..know what she
to do with her life. she ing in nontraditional venues, ICE' redefines
said. •
;
classical mpsic as it brings toge~r new work
Homemade 1/2 Pound Burgers, Baked Submarines·,
But as sbe waited· tables in cicy reslauraf\ts, and new listeners."
she kept with her an idea . of the musical
Theensembleisdedicatedtofusingthe gap
Turkey Burgers, Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot
et)semble that some of l)er Oberlin classmates .between performer and composer, 'among a
had proposed years before: a group of ~n . slew of other initiativeS. . Chase told .The
Dogs, Croissiants, Omelettes, Gyros, Chili Cheese
temporary musjcians whose rnissjo_n is fu pro- · C.hronicle tl)ar ICE will continue to see1( out
mote and · peiform works of original new ,new music li'Om
the world and play it
Fries, Chicken Gyros, Pizza Puffs, Spinach Pie,
music b~ young people aroun<l t:hi world. ·
to the beSt ofits ability.
· "
"If this was going to happen," she said of
"It's a group of !lCI>Ple that are continually
Chicken Nuggets and many more items.
the ensemble, "it Oeeded to happen right · my favorite people to play. with," said ensem- lllii~iii~;;;;;~f.=:~~~;:;=~~1j~~~~~~7,f~;;ii~if.F:i~~~9J
ble percussionist David Scho.tzl!:o.
II
away."
,
.
ICE currently serves as ensemble residents
So sbec6ntacted the p&lple who shared this
idea with h.er ·in .coUege and helped pql the at Columbia. Acting as mentors to student
· musicians,JCEmembers spend most of their
ilie'a into action.
The concepr was simple enough: cOm~se time at Columbia near the end of the fall and
and create new music, hjllp other young peo- spring semester, In January and May."
As students finish up final projects, ICE
ple creaie music,l'¢'orm the music and bring
members look over student compositions,
it to the public.
• ,
' According to Chase, it took -the diverse working with the composers to make the
music style ofevery·ensemble member to pull music ·the'beSt it can be.
' 'During the short time we've been here, the.
off the group's miSsion.
.
Enter an ensemble of clylracters, mostly level of the student compositions ... .has propeople who live in New York and wori> on gressed," Chase said. "If you're writing with
ICE as part of the series of side projects a person in mifid, the learning curve is just so
,
they're involved in. The cast varies in num- much higher."
She said working one-on-one with students
ber, anywhere from 12to 26, baSed on the size
to
ensu~a
relaallows
a
strong
relationship
and complexity of the performance.
They aren't paid very well, although Chase tionship that Cl\0 only"improve music con·
dreams of. creating a professional contempo- . struction. .
" It's great that they work with the same perrary ense10ble that makes. enough money to
son and build' a relationship," Schotzko said.
pay its musicians a full-time salary.
And ICE 'hopes that the relationships built
Each member loves masic and is able to
play an endless array of different music types. at Columbia wiU flood into post-college part·
neiships
with ICE, he said. ·.
·
·
Three )'ears after its official birth, the
For more injomiQ/ion about the Polyphonic
BRING TillS AD FOR
ensemble's mission has been accomplished. ,
Surviving for the most part on individual Voice festival and other ICE concerts, visit the
$100
OFF
YOUR
FIRST MONTH
donations, the group has executed .dozens of ensemble's website a/ www.iceorg.org.
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"DELIRIOUSLY OFFBEAT!
SUBLIMELY CRACKED AND FUNNY!
It's an alternate, monochrome universe, swirling with cigarette smoke,
cool music and deadpan humor. I didn't want it to end!"
Paper Magazine

.

"ENTH.RALLING! A DEAD·CALM MEDITATION
ON STIMULANTS AND STIMULATION."
Interview Magazine

ROBERTO BENIGN!

ALEXDEsCAS

STEVEN WRIGHT

ISAACH DE BANKOLt

JOIE LEE

CATE BLANCHETT

CINQUE LEE

MEG WHITE

STEVE BUSCEMI

JACK WHITE

IGGY POP
TOM WAITS

ALFRED MOLINA
STEVE COOGAN

JOE RIGANO

GlA

VINNY VELLA

RZA

VINNY VELLA JR.

BILL MURRAY

RENEE FRENCH

BILL RICE

E.J. RODRIGUEZ

TAYLOR MEAD

BAD HABITS. GOOD CONVERSATION.

COFFEE AND CIGARETTES
A NEW FILM BY JIM

JARMUSCH

AUNITED ARllSTS IBIA'HH SMOKESCREEN PlfiDI!AlDI NA.mlllDI\\IIH ASMIK ACE/I() BIM IHSllUBUZIONE ARUtJIM JARMUSCH "COim AND CIGARETTES"

PJmmWfRMARK FRIEDBERG EmmJAY RABINOWTIZm. IHCT!ll(flffiTOOWlltFREDERJCK B.MES~ rol'RWli\SSTACEY SMITH GRETQIEN McGOWAN
Plmfll) BYJOANA VICENTE JASON KI.IOT 'MITlBI /1() IHCTlD BYJIM JARMUSCH
EE,~
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Summer of not so special effects terrorize the multiplex
ridiculous dialogue, a contrived po pcorn movie season without a we really need to see
There's no need for
any real script devel plot and some vampire vixens disaster movie. Th e Day After these characters pushing
gel
op ment or mindice
cream
and
hair
Tomorrow
combines
every
elewho belong on the cover of
every five minblowing plot twists .
ment of disaster films for a
. Maxim magazine.
Hugh Jackman fights against
It's simply all about
utes? It's called
Hugh Jackman a nd Kate poignant tale about
it in Van He/sing. Dennis Quaid
overexposure;
the
action.
But
Beckinsale, two very competent
is a minor character working
ask the Olsen
ALM
shouldn't these popHollywood actors,
with it in The Day After
twins or Jessica
corn nicks use CGI to
Tomorrow. There wou ld be no
enhance the sto rySimpson for a
Spider-Man 2
quick lesson.
telling process?
withou t
The rest of the
It seems like only yesterday
triits
summer
season that Robert Patrick morphed
umpha nt
into
the deadly T- 1000 during a
appears to be more
techno loof the same. Films sequence in Terminator 2. This
gy. It's the
like
I,Roboc, film, along with the The Abyss,
comp uterCatwoman,
The had some of the first digitally
generated
Chron icles
of manipulated images in movies.
image,
a
Riddick
and Hollywood's been manipulating
special effect
Around the World· audiences ever since.
that
has
Sure, it can be a lot fun, but
in 80 Days will
more screen
have all the fun you try si tting through two
time than the
and excitement hours of Van He/sing dialogue
likes o f To m
of a roller coast- and see how you feel afterward.
Hanks, Brad
er at Six Flags.
Perhaps one day, an incredi ble
Pitt o r Ju lia
It might be an computer vi rus could sweep the
Roberts.
e nt e rt aining nation, destroying technology
While these
ride, but it forever. George Lucas would
beautiful images
won't leave a have to rewrite three chapters of
seem to flawI a s t i n g Star Wars, Stephen Sommers
lessly
would be out of a job, and the
impression.
across
Some wi ll world would realize these popscreen, it seems
argue
th at corn movies are a multimillion
that CGI effects
this is the dollar waste of time. Maybe
are becoming too
point of sum- they coold start with- a decent
Tomorrow.'
important in the
mer movies. script once in awhile.
. '\he o ay Atter
film
industry.
disaste r eptc
Since it 's easier
billing in the
the effeciS
and c heaper to
imation gets top
of global warming.
manipulate worlds computer an
pushed
Whil e the concept sounds
using
a
green
aside in favor of com- noble, one can almost guarantee
screen, Hollywood
puler-animated monsters. The that Dennis Quaid, Jake
is paying rnore attenti on to thrill and mystery surrounding Gylle nhaal and Seta Ward wi ll effects and less to character than The Wolfman, Drac ula and Dr. be about as artificial and manuever befor.e. This summer could Jekyll and Mr. Hyde was nonex- fac tured as the chilling special
pl'tlve to be the worst year for istent. Fans got characters that effects. The ice storms and torthese movies yet.
belong in a video game instead nadoes will get all the attention.
It began with the recent of a monster movie. If the rest
Speaking of attention, perhaps
release
of
Van
He/sing . of the " big event" movies follow you have.n 't heard that Shrek 2
Audiences forked over $5 I. 7 this formula, it's going to be a came o ut last week. The damn
million on opening weekend for horrible summer at the multi- ogre and donkey are on every
some monster movie meets plex.
_
commercial on television. Sure,
1ames Bond delirium ~ TI\e film
So what's next? you might the film mi ght be good- the
was basically two hours of ask. Well, it wouldn't be the first one was incredible- but do
Animated vampire vixens unleash their fury in 'Van Helsing.'

By Matthew Jaster
A&E Edt()(
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BELL'S OBERON
IS HERE!

An American wheat ala brewed
with Saaz hops. Spicy and fruity,
Oberon is the color and scant of
a summer afternoon. ABV. 8.0%

BUY •

SELL

•

TRADE

SELL US YOUR USED CDS,
LPS, DVDS & VIDEO GAMES
FOR FAST AND EASY CASH
OR STOR
T

~;d City cult classic on DVD ~~!:_indulge~!.:~~~:,.
Arts &Entertainment

By Scott Clllton

not uncommon to see Bob Hope

News Editor
Get out the back bacon and put on
your tukes. hosers--"SCTV" is
back on the air.
Fans who ha ve been waiting
patiently for as long as 15 years for
an official release of the Canad1an
series that flipped the bird at television stations-and served as a
launching pad for comedians s uch
as John Candy. Eugene Levy. Rick
Moranis, Martin Short and
Catherine O'Hara-will finally get
their wish. On June 8. the first
selection o f nine episodes will
become available on DVD along
with a multitude of minidocumentaries. audio commentaries and a
reunion special hosted by Conan
O'Brien.
Sheldon Patinkin. chairman of
Columbia ·s Theater Department. is
one of those fans delighted to see
the episodes finally released. but his
interest in the show runs deeper
than most. Patinkin. one of the
founders and early directors o f
Chicago's Second Ci ty lmprov
School. served as a writer for the
first 26 episodes o f "SCTV."
" I ca n' t wait to see them
released," Patinkin said. " I love the
s how, and I'm delighted it's going
to be available. because it's never
been on video. It's taken I0 years to
get them out."
Featuring members of Toronto's
Second C ity tro upe. "SCTV"
debuted in 1976. a year after
"Saturday Night Live" debuted
with n-fmbers of the Second Ctty
C hicago chapter. The show. a satire
of television and movies, provided
viewers with a g limpse into the programming day of SCTV, a fledgling
television station serving the fictional town of Melonville. It was

giving Woody Allen romantic
advice in ''Play it Again. Bob" or to
see Candy in the title role of BenHur --· as played by Curly of the
Three Stooges.
In its eight-year run. the show
garnered 13 Emmy Award nominations (two of which were for Best
Writing). a rabid fan base in . its
native Canada and a cult followmg
in America largely because of reoc'

The show's most famous offspring were Rick Moranis and
Dave Thomas, who played Bob and
Doug MacKenzie, the beer and
backbacon-loving hosts of the
stereotypical Canadian show 'The
Great .White North." They found
themselves in unprecedented (albeit
momentarily) popularity after starring in the film Srrange Brew and
recording a comedy album.
Pan of the reason the show has
been absent from video stores.
according to Patinkin, is due to
problems obtaini ng music rights.
Recognizable music from Star

Wars and Indiana _Jones was used
in the ong~nal amng of the show,
and geumg _clearance to use the
theme songs m a DVD release took
more than a year.
•
Mus1c nghts was n t the only
problem for the release. ~ year
ago. the show had no d1stnbutor,
and 1ts ongmal release dateJanuary 2~nded up bemg
pushed back, JUSt as 1t had for a
number of years.
"Pan of the problem was the
music rights and clearances, but •t
was also gettmg people t~ wa_n t to
contnbute to [the DVDs], Patmkm
said. "Andrea Manin doesn't want
to be thought of as a comedienne
anymore."
Even when a distributor had been
lined up. the show's original talent
decided against releasing the
episodes in chronological order.
Instead of beginning with the first
few seasons, the first release will be
"SCTV: Network 90," which began
airing in 1981.
Cast member Eugene Levy told
Video Store Magaz!.ne in Augusto.~
2003 that the
Network 90
episodes would be released first
becaus~. the first ~':w seasons
looked a httle chmtzy and the cast
decided it would be bett<:~ to "stan
w1th your strongest stuff.
" If they starte? w1th season one.
I'd go. 'Boy, we II never make season two,'" Levy told V1deo Store
Magazine. .
. .
,
But accordmg to Patmkm, that s
no longer the case. Patinkin said
that Andrew Alexander. the man
who launched "SCTV," confirmed
that the o ther seasons Will be
appearing.
"There mi ght be some more
problems. ~~~ honestly, . it's worth
fighting for. Patmkm sa1d.
Take off. hoser.
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By
A&E Eclla
The once grungy, angst-ridden
singer-songwriter turned spiritualist Alanis Morissette has once
again changed (or attempted to
change) her style. On her fourth
Maverick Records studio release,
So-Called Chaos, Morissette
seems to have taken some ideas
from Moby-making her overly
introspective songs fit for a rave.
As for the album's subject matter:
We "oughta know" the songs are
pretty much the same as those of
hers we've heard
before.
Aside
from
sounding like the
last three Alanis
Morissette albums,
perhaps So-Calll!d
Chaos' biggest flaw is
the Canadian singer's
attachment to wordy
se lf-psyc hoanalysis
and
overenunciated
lyrics. One of the songs
is even called "Doth I
Protest Too Muc h." The title alone
prevents this so~g from ~ver being
a sing-along h1t. Just 1mag1ne a
group of college students at a pany
singing along to lyrics like "I'm
not tortured by how oft you're
busy" or ''I'm not depressed I I
don't get down that much/ I'm not
despondent /I'm not dark as such."
Even after they look up despondent
in the dictionary, this is unlikely.
There's no questio n that Morissette
is intelligent and poetic, but there is
such a thing as overdoing it when it
comes to pop music.
On the opening track, "Eight
Easy Steps," Morissette drowns
out the exhilarating, pro mising
rock music when the Bono-like
preacher mode kicks in. As self-

to hate women when you're supposed to be a feminist I How to
play all pious when you're really a
hypocrite 1 How to hate God w~en
you're a pray-er and a spmtuahst 1
How 10 sabotage your fantasies by
fear of success."
Enough already. People want
music they can relate to or simply
enjoy, not a ~usical message
aimed at teachmg them how to
save themselves by disclosing how
she saves herself. The end of the
song contains the
lyrics, " How to keep
smiling when you're
thinking of killing
yourself," when a
more appropriate
line would be
" How to keep
smiling
when
you're listening
to this stuff."
On the title
1 r a c k .
Morissette sings,
"I want to be naked running
through the streets II want to invite
this so-called chaos that you thmk I
dare not be." What's with her and
being naked? Everyone sa~
enough skin o n the 1998 mus1c
video 'Thank U" (from Supposed
Fom•er Infatuation hmkie) to last
quite a whi le.
ln the end Chaos isn't a bad
album iflackiuster self-help songs
are what you're looking for. But,
save $15 and li>~en to the other
mediocre Morissette albums in the
collection instead-it's the- same
idea.
The fo lks at Maverick should
have saved some money themselves and compiled the three or
four decent songs from each album
into one release: Pill Junkie Under
Chaos.

700 s. federal street, chicago
"Because we care"
Studios
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms

from $865
from $1095
from $1695
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Wager
4 ·Auld Lang _"
8 Chtcken piece
14 College cheer
15 T1me period
16 Blade or coaster
lead-.n
17 Haughty
19 Doubtful
20 Grab hold ol
21 Ptcturesque
23 Ms. Farrow
24 Full hairp1ece
26 Ma1ne college

SECURE
SUMMER WORK
NOW!
A career journey begins with a
single step at Chicago Job
Resource www.chicagojobre·
source.com
Get the "bleep" out of the cold!

town
27 Prollt f1gure
28 Obvious
pretense
30 N.Y.C opera
house
31 Insolent
rejo>nder
32 Accustomed
34 Gag
37 Past grievances
39 Lake in the
Adirondacks
43 Skater Kerrigan
45 North or South
follower
46 Dog feet
49 Glunon
51 "The _
Samurai•
52 Pres. Lincoln
53 Madagas~ar
primate
55 Take to court
56 Isle of _
57 Handsome man
59 Kerplunk
62 Landed property
64 Without
expression
66 Sluggish
67 Ms. Fitzgerald
68 M1litary address
69 Fall blooms
70 Breather
71 Sock end
DOWN
1 Boast

2 British noble
3 Runner
4 Droop
5 Affirmative
votes

41

$15 .00 Base-Appt.
•conditions Exist. All Ages 18+.
•scholarship Opportunities
• Flexible Schedules
• Apply Now, Start After Finals
•Entry level Customer Sales/Service
• All Majors Considered

Mexico/Carribean only $125 each
way all taxes included. Other
worldwide destinations cheap.
Book on-line www.airtech.com or
(212) 219-7000.
0 2004 Tfi)un. Media S.rvlcH,Inc.
AHrlghtereMrved .

6 Sgt. or cpl. •
7 One who comes
in
8 Bear
9 Popeil company
10 Urban railways.
for short
11 Woman grad
12 Episodic TV
show
13 Picks up the tab
18 Greek letters
22 Memoranda
25 Actress Davis
28 u nte lie
29 Even one
31 Drastic
reorganizations
33 Lair
35 Bit
36 Boorish
38 Obnoxious
person
40 .Fiction writer
41 Goddess of
folly·
42 Give the ax to
44 Less mature

1 br. Apt. in Historic Pilsen
neighborhood. Steps away from
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46 Richardson
novel
47 Humbles
48 Anacked
SO Decorative bars
53 Subsequently
54 Perfect places

A 8
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58 Mineo and
Maglie
60 Melange
61 Pile of
combustibles
63 Fruit drink
65 Took chairs

CTA Blue Line. Only $475 a
month!!! Available 6/1 Call
708.715.81 3 for more info.

(309) 661-0888
Bloomington
(618) 351 ·0006
Carbondale
Champaign
(217) 359·6909
Chicago/Lincoln Park (312) 397·1570
Chicago/North Side
(773) 866·1608
(618) 345-6141
Collinsville
Crystal Lake
(815) 788-1770
Decatur
(217) 422·3500
Effingham
(217) 347-8884
Elgin
(847) 841-7710
Gurnee
(847) 356-3487
Joliet
(815) 773-9011
Kankakee
(815) 939-3010
Merrillville, IN (219) 756·0977
Naperville
(630) 505-0744
Northbrook
(847) 509-8376
Oakbrook
(630) 574-0575
Orland Park
(708) 460-5584
Peoria
(309) 681-8900
Quincy
(217) 222-1922
Rockford
(815) 399·4440
Schaumburg
(847) 781-8800
(217) 787-0500
Springfield
For More Information or to Apply Online:
collegestudentwork.com

got work.
Local office of National firm filling positions in Chicago.
Customer sales/service so must have good people skill s.

$14 Base-Appointment Guaranteed Pay
Conditions Exist- Training Provided- Flexible Schedules
All Majors May Apply - Secure a Summer Position

All Areas! No Brokers!

Get more information or apply at

1-877·FOR-RENT

www.4collegework.com/chi

or call ASAP!
(773) 866-1608
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Chicago's own 'Tin
Man' full of heart
0 Street performer attracts pedestrians' attention with dance moves, poses
By lnggrld Yonata
Conlrbrting Wrfter

Leroy Midyette gets off the Red
Line at Chicago Avenue on his way
to work, much like the majority of
ihe passengers. Only his work garb
isn't the conventional shirt and tie.
Midyette is dressed in his "Tin
Man" costume, a somewhat
robotic and more modem version
of the famous Tin Man of The

Wizard of Oz.
The costume is the essence of
Midyette's dance routine as a
street performer along Chicago's
Magnificent Mile. Hi s li vel ihood
depends on a boom box, a couple
of empty crates that serve as a
sma ll stage, and Michael Jackson
CDs. On any given day, the artist
dances for fi ve or six songs, then
remains "frozen" for an hour
straight,
a llowing
curious
onlookers to photograph him in a
rigid pose. Then, after a quick
break, it's back 10 his d_ance routine.
During his routine, Midyette
rouses teenagers to challenge his
moves that are, most of the time,
spontaneous and improvised.
''I love competition," Midyette
said. "Competition is good."
Midyette, a self-employed entertainer, works from noon 10 late into
the evening when Michigan
Avenue begins 10 quiet down. On
slow days, he said he makes around

$100 to $300., However, on busy
days during the summer or winter
holidays, Midyette said his moves
earn him somewhere between $600
and $1,000.
Midyette also performs at private
functions such as bar mitzvahs and
birthday and bachelor parties. His
schedule is so busy that he hired a
manager to work out deals with
people, sign paperwork and help
him with choreography and costurning. His manager, Leroy
Jacob~. said Midyette charges $389
for one hour and $89 for each additiona! half-hour.
"He is very soft-hearted, easygoing and charitable," Jacobs said.
"We had conflicts . before.
Sometimes he doesn't feel like performing, but I know he needs that
money."
Jacobs has known Midyette for
more than a year oow and said that
he is not a professional manager.
Jacobs said that he chose to work
with him because Midyette had significant "mass appeal" and was in
need of more promotion and exposure to the public.
"I'm just here to help," Jacobs
said. "He has talent. But he needs to
be in the right environment so he
can bloom."
Midyette said that a lot of peopie used to ask him how he learned
to dance so well and he would
answer, "Jesus Christ had blessed
me with an awesome talent.

Experts, parents gather to
discuss autism treatments
0 Conference to dispell myths about disability
By Jeff Danna
City Beat E<itor

When Mary 'Romaniec's. son
was diagnosed with autism, she
was told there was no hope.
But despite doctors' words, the
southern California mother was
determined to help her son, and
three and a half years after she
implemented a new diet for him,
he was fully recovered.
Romaniec, along with Ill
other doctors, professors, parents and medical experts, will be
in Chicago from May 27 to May
30 for Autism One' s conference
to present alternative practices to
treating the disability, a neurological disorder that develops
primarily within the first few
years of life and can affect a person's social and communication
skills and behaviors.
Generally, when a child is
diagnosed with autism , the child
.and his or her parents are told
that little can be done to treat the
disorder, said Autism One
fo under Edmund Arranga. The
goa l of the conference, ho wever,
is to educate parents and medical
professionals about methods that
can be used to help children
recover.
"What we need to do is get
this information into the hands
o f parents and children,"
Arranga said.
Autism One, a southern
California-based nonprofit group
that Arranga calls "a parent-driven chanty organization, which is

about reaching out to the general
public and professionals to offer
hope and knowledge to treat
autism," sponsored the first
autism conference in Chicago at
Loyola University last year.
Arranga said the organization
plans to make the conference an
annual event.
Arranga said Chicago has
proven to be a central meeting
point for doctors and professionals around the world to discuss
what he calls "an emerging philosophy."
Arranga called autism a pandemic affecting children in most
industrialized countries. The
disorder, he said, becomes a
financial burden for families, as
it is not usually covered by
insurance plans.
"Countries you' d expect aren't
as up to date [as the United
States]," Arranga said. ''There
are hardly any doctors in the U.K .
that treat autism effectively."
Romaniec and Allen Lewis,
M.D., medical director at the
HRI Pfeiffer Treatment Center in
west-suburban Warrenville, Ill.,
will be at the conference to di scuss the gluten-free, casein-free
diet as a method for treating
autism. Both
Lewis and
Romaniec have used the diet
with their own children and
experienced positive results.
Lewis said by eliminating
grain products, which contain
gluten, and dairy products,

See Autl1m, Page 43

Without Him, I can't do nothing."
Midyette was raised in a
Christian family in Brooklyn, N.Y.
His father used to dance and oow
he continues the legacy. After graduating from high school, Midyette
decided to learn ballet and martial
arts in Manhattan. But due to New
York City' s less-than-friendly
atmosphere for street performersthe police often interrupted him
during performances-he left the
city to begin his career as
Chicago's very own Tin Man.
Chicago, unlike New York City,
provides a street-performing permit
for $50.
Like . many other people,
Midyette had his own career objective--he wanted to get 10
Hollywood. He appeared in anumber of movies, such as Rave, in
which he was a background dancer
in one scene.
But for now, Midyette and
Jacobs are focusing on the Tin Man
routine. Jacobs said they are work!ng on appearances for the Tin Man
and Midyette said that he plans to
involve his audiences in his choreography.
Midyette, with Jacobs' help, is
trying !(}obtain a full-time job performing at Navy Pier. But fans of
the Tin Man need not worry about
missing his regular Magnificent
Mile and State Street performances--he will still be performing at
his usual spots.

Andrew J. ScotVThe Chronicle
Ka~ie

Schlum (left) of Michigan and Dannan Herman of Chicago
(mtddle) stop to watch street performer Leroy Midyette, aka the
'Tin Man,' dance along the Magnificent Mile.

Printer's Row book fair
set fu .kick off·next month
0 Chicago Tribune-sponsored festival to help promote literacy, raise funds
By Alicia Dorr
Staff Writer

Sollors and other are'a busi- said Sanchez-Carlson.
nesses have been involved with
It will help the Tribune kick off
As Columbia students get the fair in one way or another the event with the annual Literary
ready to leave their books behind since it began in 1985. ,The fair Dinner on June 5, where the
for the summer, Printer's Row was started to attract more people Harold Washington Literary
businesses are just getting theirs to the city's former b(}okmaking Award is presented. All proceeds
out. They are gearing up for the area and has grown steadily from the dinner go to the NSPB 's
20th Annual Printer's Row Book since.
·
Authors in the Schools program,
Formerly operated by the Near which sends authors to elemenFair, one of the largest literary
expositions in the Midwest, South Planning Board, the tary school classrooms.
Chicago Tribune bought the fair
Many businesses on .Printer's
scheduled for June 5 and 6.
Each year Dearborn Street is in 2002 to up its involvement Row are involved with the event.
closed
between
Congress with literary endeavors.
Sollars said he used to have a
Parkway and Polk Street for
Executive
Director
~nd table out in front of his store
~=----.every year, but now just opens
tented literary events, book- r - - - - -,-,..,.-,,...-.,.,=
sellers and renowned authors.
the doors of the pharmacy and
The free event, which is
lets people walk through.
expected to draw more than
Kathy Carey, manager of
75,000 people this year, is
Sandmeyer's Bookstore at 7 14
good news for Printer's Row
S. Dearborn St., said their store
businesses.
..has a table o ut in front every
"It is fantastic for business,"
year.
said Rob Sollors, manager of
"It's very good exposure for
Printer's Row Pharmacy at 721
us," Carey said.
s. Dearborn St. "We see a lot President of the Near South Aside from the support of
more foot traffic on·those days."
Planning Board Bonnie Sanchez- South Loop businesses, sponsors
The outdoor showcase offers Carlson said the decision to sell of the fair include Target, Barnes
poetry readings, panel discus- was based on the ability of the and Noble and Borders b{}oksions, booksellers and events Tribune. to continue expanding stores, as well as Columbia, Bar
geared for children. Aside from the fair.
Louie and the Chicago Children 's
this, the fair will have more than
''The Tribune promised to con- Museum. Sanchez-Carlson said
100 authors doing readings and tinue where we left off in encour- having more sponsors and
book signings. Among those aging people to come into the resources is good for the fair and
scheduled to appear are Oscar neighborhood. We fe lt it was a the community.
winner Julie Andrews, author of perfect fit because they had the
"Sponsors who are dedicated to
A Heartbreaking Work of resources to make the fair even promoting literacy help the fair
Staggering Genius Dave Eggers larger," Sanchez-Carlson said.
and help continue the mission to
und Fight Club author Chuck
The Near South Plnnnlna make the fair 11 good literary
Paluhniuk.
Board Is still "a strong presence," event," Snnchez-Carlson said.
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CAN TV may receive

Bridging the gap •••

long-awaited funding
0 Parent company jeopardizes station's future
By Marianne Lyles
Staff Writer

Autism

Continued from Page 42

which contain casein, from a
child's diet, sympto ms of autism
can be lessened due to the fact
that undigested gluten and casein
molecules attach to opiate receptors in the body and travel to the
brain. The result, Romaneic said,
is a condition that " mimics heroin addiction."
Lew;. also will discuss hi s
findings on treating autistic ch ildren with a zinc •upplement, a
method that can help correct
symptoms of autism such as
memory loss that come from an
imbalance of zinc and copper
levels in the body.
"We don't have a treatment that
necessarily treats the core symptom [of] autism," Lewis said.
While Romaneic is not a medical doctor, she has helped spread
the word about the GFCF diet by
coaching families thro ugh treating their autistic children. She
estimates she has been a mentor
to more than 300 fami lies, contributing to what she call s a mostly "grassroots effort by parents"
to inform and spread hope about
autism.
" We want parents to get to a
point where they're not wallow-

• A43-yellf·01<1 man was arrested for )lunching anoth~ man in
lhe f~on May 17 at6:2.7 p.m. at
the P 'fie Garden ,Mi~'lon, 646
$, $
'fbe VjctjmJ tl a<i-year•

old

re~ident,

reponedly

was
en l:te a~mpted to
i.ntervene 1n a verbal <li$pute lhe
offender wM having with 4110ther

miul,pn xestd.eot.

ing in self-pity," Romaneic said.
" What I tell patients is that I'm
not really treating [their] autism,"
said Anju Usman, M.D., director
of True Health Medical Center in
suburban Naperville, Ill. "[I'm]
treating the underlying bio-medical conditions."
Usman will be conduct ing a
seminar at the Autism One conference where she wi ll discuss
enhancing the body's ability to
detoxify heavy metals and chemicals, a process she said helps
autism patients wi th speech, cognitive functioning and concentration, among other abilities.
Through her presentation, she
wants people to gain a better
understanding of the chemistry
involved in treating autism and
that the therapies she recommends are based on scie ntific
evidence.
" I think it's about time we educate the public about the vario us
methods to treat autism," she
said.
In addition to the seminars, the
Autism One conference will
include fund -raising events, such
as Friday Night Live, a sketch
comedy routine that wi ll feature

skits such as "No Politician Left
Behind," a ro utine Arranga calls
a satirical look at the No Child
Left Behind Act of 2001.
"One of the most touching and
moving events [at the conference] ... is the candlelight vigil,
which is where parents come
together in prayer and song,"
Arranga said.
Ultimately, though, the organizers and presenters are concerned with making sure the
attendees take away resources
that can help them further their
knowledge about autism, and let
parents trying to he lp children
with the disability know they are
not alone in the world.
" I hope [parents] realize that
autism is treatable," Lewis said.
"I think there's so much to do
with a family with a child with
autism. .. . We need people to
innovate; we need the next generation to innovate."
The
2004 Autism
One
Conference will be held at the
Westin Michigan Avenue Hotel,
909 N. Michigan Ave., from May
27 through May 30. For more
information, contact Ed Arranga
at (714) 680-0792.

• A theft was reported to have
<X;CQrred betweenJ 0 p._n;~. trn May
l6 anli2J30 a.m. on May t7 at the

• A 37-year-old man was arrested pn May 15 at 10:45 a.m. for
reckless conduct and violating
p11blic peace at the Harold
Washington Library Center, 400
S. State St.

J. Ira ' an<! Niki.Q fl'arris' Family
Hostel. 24 E. Cdngress Parkway,
wlli.cb also hOUSe$ Columbia studentS. A hostel guest was asleep
Jn his room when llie equivalent
of $Z,OOO in Yon art<! $500
American Expreas traveler's
check were taken. No one has
been taken int6 custody in con-

nection with this i noident.

•

Map Key
. . Columbia Building

A blue 1981 Cl.ldiUacDeVille

•

Piclc-jl()Cketing

was stOlen between 6 p.m. on
May 13 and noon on May 14
from the Giocco restaurant park·

I

Over $300 Stolen

ing lot, 1312 S. Wabash Avo. No
one has been talc.en into custody
ill COMection whb th.is incident,

• A pick JXlC~Iiltg 6ccurred on
the eTA Red Line pla(form at 11<57 -Compiled by Jejf D<llltla
S. State St. on May 13 at 7 p.lll. No thro118/l data providtd by the
one bas been t.akenl.nto custody ln Chicago Police DepartmBIIt
connection wilh lhls Incident.

A proposed ordinance by alderman Bernard Stone (50th Ward)
on May 5 would give Chicago
Access Network Television onefifth of the c ity's cable franchise
fee, giving public access $2 million for their yearly budget. The
amount is an estimate of the I
percent CAN TV would receive
fro m the city's total 5 percent
cable franchise fee.
According to a CAN TV press
release, almost 80 percent of public access television stations
across the country run on the
same system of payment.
Yet the ordinance has a ways to
go. Connie Buscemi. spokeswoman
for
the
Chicago
Department
of
Consumer
Services. did not say how the
ordinance, scheduled for presentation to the finance committee
May 20, could affect the relationship between the city, CAN TV
and RCN Corp., the cable company which many blame for CAN
TV's meager budget.
" It's an interesting proposal,
and it wants consideration, but
that's really all I can say right
now," Buscemi said.
CAN TV is in jeopardy of losing almost 40 percent of its budget because of its funding situation.
A large part of the failing system
stems from a bankruptcy claim by
RCN's parent company. RCN is
one of Chicago's largest cable
providers, but it announced a
bankruptcy restructuring that has
allowed the company to pull out
of two of its three major service
areas. CAN TV said that RCN has
defaulted on its payments
amounting to $215,000, of which
$19,000 goes to CAN TV.
Another problem CAN TV is
facing is with the city's funding
structure for public access. Even
though cable revenue has
increased, CAN TV still receives
the same flat fee it has since the
late '90s.
According to CAN TV's executive director. Barbara Popovic,
the network is very frugal and has
managed with the minimal budget, but she is concerned about its
future if RCN pulls out of a third
service area.
CAN TV put the word out for
assistance and support when
RCN began its bankruptcy
restructuring. Popovic said Stone
has been helpful in fighti ng to
preserve the network and has a
keen interest because of his presence at the local level. Popovic
said she likes the ordinance's

concepts and possible funding
increases si nce there has been a
jump in cable subscribers.
"The ordinance is designed to
make up for losses but not
desi gned to let the cable operators off the hook. We're just looking to get away from the failing
cable competition," Popovic said.
Right now, Comcast is the
largest cable service provider.
With RCN and Wide Open West
cable and Internet services as the
only other cable companies in the
city, there is little competition.
Popovic believes the ordinance
wo uld restore some of the money
lost from years of the flat fee system.
Thorn Clark, president of the
Community
and
Media
Workshop, hosts a community
issues show on CAN TV and
thinks the public access network's
problems are a sign of to<lay's
media ownership patterns.
"RCN's default is an unfortunate example of the perils of
media ownership by big companies," he said.
He has worked on broadcasts
with Stone and more recently
talked with him about this proposed ordinance. He said that the
people of Chicago need the
shows that CAN TV offers
because of the way they appeal
locally.
"A diminished CAN TV will
lead to a diminished public voice
on cable television at a time when
we need more, not fewer, voices." Clark said.
Frank Avila Jr., a CAN TV host,
has given testimony and lobbied
the cable commission so that
RCN pays its bill. Even though
Avila is glad to see the ordinance
as a means to aid CAN TV's
finances, he said that RCN should
still pay its fees because its owners have more than enough
money to fulfill the cable company's contracts with the city.
"It's a simple contract, and
they're trying to get out of paying
it," Avila said.
Avila has hosted shows on
CAN TV for five years. and his
family produces the show, "Avila
Chicago Making a Difference,"
which highlights people and
groups in the Chicago community that may not be recognized by
the mainstream media. Avila and
Popovic feel strong ly that
Chicagoans, especially minority
groups. need CAN TV.
"Cable access is one of the
only mediums for minorities to
get their voice out there," Avila
said.
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The road to respect remains trying for Congress Plaza Hotel strikers
Bv Mark W. Anderson
Associate E<itor

espite what they contend is
an unresponstve owner. a
risk to their livelihoods,
pickets that tota l tho usands of
miles of walking in the cold, heat,
rain and snow, workers at the
Congress Plaza Hotel remain dedicated to their cause--to receive fair
wages, full benefits and respect.
The strike, which will reach the
one-year marie on June 15, is a
familiar sight to Columbia students
and faculty who pass by the hotel's
front doors at 520 S. Michigan
Ave. Recently, the striking worker's union, Hotel Employees and
Restaurant Employees Unio n
Local I, has attempted to expand
the focus of the strike by highlighting abuse charges against the 10 !year-old hotel's owner, Albert
Nasser, who o perates garmentmanufacturing plants in the
Philippines.
As it approaches its one-year
anniversary, the Congress strike is
the longest ongoing hotel strike in
the country, according to Clare
Fauke, spokeswoman with Local I
of HERE."A year is a very long
time to be on strike," she said. " But

D

the reasons why we ' re striking are
important. and the strikers themselves are committed to seeing the
battle through. "
The strike was called last June
after the hotel cut employees·
wages by 7 percent and stopped
making payments on their health
benefi t packages. according to
www.congresshotelstrike.info, the
strike's official website. Previously,
the hotel had refused to participate
in a citywide master agreement
negotiated in 2000. The agreement
allowed nearly 7,000 hotel workers
to win a considerable raise from 28
of the city's hotel properties after
former Illinois Gov. George Ryan
stepped in to mediate.
For its part, the hotel has accused
the union and striking workers of
unreasonable demands and intimidating behavior in their attempts to
the
dispute.
Peter
settle
Andjelkovich, attorney and chief
negotiator for the Congress Plaza
Hotel, said in a statement, ' The
union has demanded a 50 percent
increase in wages and a 100 percent increase in benefits" and has
adopted a "take it or leave it position." Andjelkovich points to a
slumping hotel industry in Chicago
as the reason for the wage cuts. He

Top: Congress Plaza Hotel employees picket May 3 outside their
former place of employment. Bottom: HERE union member Jose
Satabia speakt about poor working conditions In hotel owner
Albert Nasser's manufacturing plants In the Philippines.

also disputes the union's version of heard about the strike, or if they assigned to work in the sulx:ontracthe benefits cut, saying that the have, they might not understand tors alleged practices that apperu to
hotel has continued to pay into the what it means in terms of service. be violations of national labor law
fund set up to dispense workers' So we tell them, 'Hey, this is what's and internatio nal labor standards."
benefits.
going to happen when you come to
At a May 3 rally held in front of
The National Labor Relations this hotel- you don't want to come the hotel to call attention to these
Board, a federal agency that inves- here."'
charges, John Wilhelm, general
tigates and remedies labor prac- r-- - - - - -- - - - - - - - , president of the national hotel
"We didn' t know that we
workers union, drew a clear p~/
tices, is set to hold a hearing
about the dispute on May 24.
would be here for 4 year.
aile! between what the uni6n
Workers out on the picket line, Striking for a year is not easy." believes is happening i,(l 1he
however, say it's mostly been a
Philippines and the stroggle (or
- Cornelio Rosado, striking workers ' rights here at home.
series of hardships and challenges, along with the occasional
Congress Plaza Hotel
" One of the faces of globalizabanquet worker
tion is to drive down wages and
encouragement from customers
and passers-by. M any of the
benefits here at horne," he said.
approximately 90 workers who are
Fauke also points to the union' s "Most Americans don' t support
on strike, including some who had purchase of travel advisories on sweatshops, but one of the things
been with the hotel for as many as popular Internet travel sites and globalization does is exploit labor,
30 years, were forced into seeking surveys of departing customers as both here and abroad."
part-time work elsewhere in order tools used to put pressure on the
Marvin Daniels, one of the strik·
to supplement the strike pay they hotel's owners.
ing hotel workers who was asked
According to Fauke, business to go to the Philippines to report on
receive as part of the union.
Meanwhile, those who walk the has dropped dramatically since the what he saw, said the experience
line have had to learn how to deal strike began, and she estimates that was eye-opening.
with the weather and the logistics the hotel has averaged 20 percent
'The union asked people if they
of manning a picket line that oper- occupancy over the past year, well wanted to go, and I was ecstatic
ates from 4 a.m. to II p.m. seven below the accepted industry stan- w hen I was chosen," he said.
days a week. Workers who picket dard of 65 percent needed for a "What I saw motivated me more
often do so in five-hour shifts, and hotel to break even.
and more, especially seeing how
as many as 15 to 20 picketers can
For its part, the union attributes tough those workers were over
be found on the sidewalk at peak this drop in business to the range of there. Some of the workers said
times.
different weapons it' s using in the [management] would give them
" We didn 't know that we would battle against the owners.
shots on Friday so they could work
be here for a year. Striking for a
The hotel's owners were also straight through the weekend withyear is not easy," said Cornelio recently sued by the city for build- out pay. It just made me want to see
Rosado, 45, a banquet worker who ing code violations. As a result, this strike through to the end."
had been hired by the hotel in 2nd Ward Alderman Madeline
Daniels said that the length of
1980. " Nobody 's happy that we Haithcock and others have called the strike has made his fellow
have to do this, but we have to for the hotel to close.
workers more committed to a sueshow to the owner that we want our
But the biggest and most recent cessful resolution.
rights."
strategy the union has used to go
"I think we 're pretty much get·
Beyond the highly visible picket beyond the picket line is an attempt ting to him [Nasser] now," Daniels
line, which has operated since the to highlight the "globalization" said. "We've hit him from every
strike began, the Chicago local of aspect of the worker's struggle and angle. and I think it's staning to
HERE has looked to expand its the similarity in labor practices work."
tactics in an effort to pressure the both here and abroad of the hotel's
The 43-year-old doorman, who
owners into co ming to an agree- primary owner, Albert Nasser.
worked for the hotel for six years
ment that would restore the
In March. representatives of the before going on strike. also sees a
employees' wages and benefits.
C hicago locnl visited a factory in growing bond between the workers
"We have a multipronged the Phili ppines that mnkes who have walked the line throu&hnpproach in going nt\cr customers," women's undergurntents for Gel- out the ordenl.
Fnuke said. "One of the things we Mnrt Industries. one of Nasser's
"When we tirst started, it wus
do is to go nncr the groups who companies. T hey reported thut hlU'd,'' he! snld. " But we've grown 11
have conferences there. We talk to "much of the (fnctory's( produc- lot stronaer. We ' ve 00\.'0itte like 11
their orgnnizutions- ifthey're from tion hns shit\cd to nonunion ~ub- fnntily since we've beett out thef\1
o ut of town. they might not hnve cc>ntrnctors.
nnd
e ntploye11s so l ont~. "
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